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Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are hazardous substances produced from anthropogenic 
emissions and are among the main sources of air pollution. Catalytic ozonation is an efficient 
process for VOCs removal from indoor air at room temperature. In this Ph.D. thesis, alumina 
supported Mn oxides which are considered as one of the most active catalysts for ozonation of 
VOCs are used to oxidize acetone and toluene in air at room temperature. The primary aim of 
this research is to develop the catalyst for catalytic ozonation of VOCs at room temperature. 
Therefore, the influence of addition of second metal oxide, catalyst preparation procedure, and 
calcination temperature on catalytic properties and activity in ozonation of VOCs were 
investigated. In addition, kinetics and mechanism of the catalytic ozonation reaction were 
studied to clarify the role of metal oxide and support in the reaction pathway. 
It was found that addition of manganese and cobalt at lower loading levels (2.5% or 5%) to 
single metal oxide catalysts improved the catalytic activity significantly. By changing the 
loading of the secondary metals, its oxidation state changed. It is suggested that lower oxidation 
state of the secondary metal improves ozone decomposition and oxidation of acetone.  
Polyol process can produce catalysts with smaller manganese cluster size, higher surface area, 
and lower oxidation states than impregnation method which led to enhancing the VOC 
conversion. An increase in the calcination temperature increased the manganese particle size 
while reducing the surface area and dispersion of the catalyst. The results indicated that the 
oxidation state of manganese shifted to lower values by increasing the calcination temperature. 
An increase in the calcination temperature to 800 ºC, increased acetone oxidation, while no 
significant change was observed in toluene oxidation. In the binary mixture of acetone and 
toluene, the oxidation behaviors were different from the single component system. The toluene 
conversion was promoted whereas the acetone conversion was inhibited.  
Kinetic modeling was conducted on catalytic ozonation of acetone using the catalysts that 
exhibited the best catalytic activity. The kinetic experimental data were expressed well by 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood dual-site (LHd) mechanism, indicating that both MnOx and Al2O3 sites 
are essential and involved in the reaction. The cooperation of these sites on the surface of the 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Thesis Outline 
 
 
In this chapter, research background and motivation of this research work will be discussed. 
The organization of the thesis and the manuscript content are listed at the end of this chapter. 
 
1.1.  Research background and motivation 
Air pollution has serious impacts on human and environmental health and is considered a 
global concern [1]. The World Health Organization (WHO) evaluated that air pollution was 
responsible for nearly seven million deaths which are one in eight of  all deaths in the world 
[2,3]. Air pollution consists of a mixture of complex components such as particulate matters 
(PMs), ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and sulfur 
dioxide (SO2) in outdoor and indoor environments [4]. Studies estimated that people spend 
around 90% of their time indoors, therefore they are exposed to indoor air pollutants more than 
those outdoors [5]. The high exposure demonstrates the extent of the human health risk posed by 
indoor air pollutants [6]. 
VOCs are organic compounds with a high vapor pressure that include a large number of 
chemicals such as simple aliphatic hydrocarbon, chlorinated hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes,  
ketones, etc. [7]. VOCs in indoor environments are emitted from human activities and a wide 
variety of materials such as cleaning agents, floorings, paints, surface coatings, and furniture [8]. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of US indicated that in general levels of VOCs in 
indoor air are up to ten times higher than outdoors, regardless of the building location [1,9]. The 
presence of VOCs in air is associated with acute and chronic health issues, such as eye, sensory 
and skin irritation, headaches, asthma, and cancer [10]. 
There are different techniques available based on physical, chemical and biological treatments 
to remove VOCs from the polluted air [11]. Common technologies for the VOCs elimination are 
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adsorption, biological treatment, plasma, photocatalysis, and so on [12]. Catalytic oxidation has 
been widely studied and applied for VOC degradation due to its high removal efficiency, 
applicability at high and low concentration, production of less secondary pollutants, and wide 
adaptability to VOC types. Despite the high efficiency of the catalytic oxidation process, there 
are some concerns in this technique including high reaction temperature and high energy 
consumption [12–14]. 
Catalytic oxidation in the presence of ozone or catalytic ozonation reduces the apparent 
activation energy and enhances conversion at low temperatures significantly compared to 
catalytic oxidation process. High efficiency of VOC catalytic degradation  is strongly linked with 
highly effective catalysts [14]. Two categories of catalysts are promising in catalytic ozonation 
of VOCs: supported noble metals and transition metal oxides [15]. Noble metals such as Au, Pt, 
Pd, and Ru display superior catalytic activities, whereas, these catalysts have limited sources and 
problems of high cost, difficulty in regeneration, and inclining to sinter that limit their 
applications in the industry [14,16,17]. On the other hand, transition metal oxides of Mn, Co, Cu, 
Ni, Cr, V, and Fe have reasonable prices, variable valence states, along with high catalytic 
activity which make them good alternatives to be widely used in oxidation process [18].  
Among the transition metal oxides, MnOx demonstrate highest catalytic activity in catalytic 
oxidation of VOCs [18–20]. Superior activity of manganese-based catalysts is attributed to their 
ability in ozone decomposition, forming oxides with different oxidation states, and their high 
oxygen storage capacity [21–24]. Catalytic properties and activity of MnOx for catalytic 
ozonation have been investigated over various VOCs [14,21,24–26]. It has been demonstrated 
that Mn-based catalysts in the catalytic ozonation process can efficiently oxidize various VOCs 
at relatively low temperatures. Supported MnOx present higher catalytic activity than 
unsupported ones and are commonly used in catalytic ozonation process [27,28]. In addition to 
the metal oxide, different types of support significantly impact the final performance of the 
catalyst. Several studies have been performed over manganese-based catalysts with various 
supports such as Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2, ZrO2, CeO2 in catalytic ozonation of VOCs. It was found 
that MnOx supported on Al2O3 exhibited better performance than other types of supports. It was 
found that MnOx supported on Al2O3 exhibited better performance than other types of supports. 
High activity of MnOx/Al2O3 was attributed to its excellent textual properties, high proportion of 
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surface adsorbed oxygen species, and high redox ability [14,29]. Moreover, it has been reported 
that lower oxidation state of Mn corresponded to the higher catalytic activity that can be obtained 
using alumina as a support for Mn [21]. 
Even though catalytic ozonation is recognized as a promising technique for VOC oxidation, 
some serious challenges are still in this process for its practical application. Catalyst deactivation 
at low temperatures due to the accumulation of intermediates and generation of CO as a 
byproduct of this reaction are the main concerns in this technique [30,31]. Therefore, catalyst 
development in catalytic ozonation process is essential to enhance catalyst activity and stability, 
especially at room temperature. In this thesis, some approaches have been employed to promote 
the catalytic activity of MnOx/Al2O3 in room temperature ozonation of VOCs including addition 
of another active metal oxides, variation of metal loading, different preparation procedure, and 
effect of calcination temperature.  
 
1.2.  Organization of the thesis 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. The thesis organization is listed as follows: 
Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction of the research project including research background, 
motivation, and thesis organization. 
Chapter 2 provides an extensive literature review on indoor air quality, VOCs in indoor air, 
recent technologies for VOC removal, and catalytic ozonation of VOCs. Moreover, knowledge 
gaps and objectives are discussed in this chapter. 
Chapters 3 to 6 each present research papers that each address one of the objectives. Chapter 3 
investigates the influence of augmenting the single Mn and Co catalysts on the performance and 
structure of the catalyst. In this part, Al2O3 supported manganese and cobalt single and mixed 
oxides catalysts were prepared for ozonation of acetone at room temperature. 
Chapter 4 presents the synthesis and characterization of MnOx/Al2O3 for catalytic ozonation of 
toluene. The catalysts were synthesized via polyol method, while the polyol synthesis 
temperature and time were optimized using response surface methodology. Results of catalyst 
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characterization and catalytic ozonation of toluene over MnOx/Al2O3 prepared by polyol and 
conventional impregnation methods are also discussed.  
Chapter 5 presents the impacts of preparation procedure and calcination temperature of 
MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts in catalytic degradation of VOCs at room temperature. This research was 
conducted to enhance the catalytic performance by tuning characteristic properties through the 
synthesis technique and calcination temperature. Results of catalytic ozonation of single and 
mixture of toluene and acetone at room temperature are also presented and discussed.  
Chapter 6 focuses on the kinetic and reaction mechanism study for the catalytic ozonation of 
acetone using the best catalysts obtained in the third objective in chapter 5. This chapter 
investigates the most suitable kinetic model for catalytic ozonation of acetone over MnOx/Al2O3 
catalyst. The roles of the catalyst support and metal in the reaction pathway were assessed using 
the Langmuir-Hinshelwood dual-site (LHd) mechanism. 
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review 
 
In this chapter, different types of VOCs and current technologies for VOCs elimination are 
discussed. Afterward, a comprehensive literature review of previous findings in catalyst 
ozonation of different VOCs, various types of catalysts, and their properties is provided.   
 
 
2.1. Volatile organic compounds 
Volatile organics are a large group of carbon-based compounds which evaporate easily at 
room temperature. WHO has categorized VOC into very volatile organic compounds (VVOCs), 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs), and particulate 
organic matters (POMs) groups. According to these categories, VVOCs, VOCs, SVOCs, and 
POMs are compounds with boiling points of between 0 ºC and 50-100 ºC, 50-100 ºC and 240-
260 ºC, 240-260 ºC and 360-400 ºC and higher than 380 ºC, respectively [32,33]. 
VOCs can be found in indoor and outdoor environments; however, concentrations of most 
VOCs are significantly higher indoors than outdoors [34]. In indoor air, VOCs are emitted from 
household and consumer products, furnishing, and building materials, office equipment, air 
fresheners, paints, and solvents. Moreover, human activities such as cooking, cleaning, and 
smoking produce high levels of various VOCs. Other than indoor sources, VOCs infiltrate from 
attached garages, outdoor traffic, biogenic and industrial emissions contributing to the level of 
VOC in indoor air [32,35]. In a study, the indoor and outdoor concentrations of 193 VOCs were 
measured in Edmonton residences in 2010. Indoor levels of VOCs were considerably higher than 
outdoor levels during winter and summer. Figure 2.1 shows the average concentrations of 





Figure 2.1. Average source of total measured VOCs in indoor and outdoor environments in residences of 
Edmonton, Alberta [36]. 
 
Since people spend around 80-90% of their lives in indoor environments, the risks related to 
poor indoor air quality are a growing concern [45]. Exposure to VOCs might cause eye, nose, 
and throat irritation, headache, loss of coordination, nausea, damage to liver, kidney, and central 
nervous system. The type of VOC, time, and level of exposure fluence the extent of a health 
effect [37,38]. Among all VOCs, benzene, toluene, formaldehyde, propylene, phenol, acetone, 
xylenes, and styrene cause the major concern and are most monitored by researchers [39,40]. 























combustion sources, tobacco 
smoke, other textiles, and 
glues 
Eye, nose, and throat 
irritation; asthma; lung 
damage, nausea, 
wheezing, and coughing; 
fatigue; and risk of cancer 
Acetone 
 
60 Nail polish remover, paint 
removers, waxes, resins, 
polishes, detergents, and 
cleansers 
Irritation of the eyes and 
respiratory tract; 
headaches, dizziness; 
nervous system toxicity 
1,2-Dichloroethane  
 




dizziness, and loss of 
consciousness; liver and 
kidney damage; immune 
and system toxicity 
Trichloroethene 
 
1 Paint stripper, adhesive 
solvent, paints, and varnishes 
Narcosis; cumulative 






10 Fabrics, paint and spot 
removers, water repellents, 
brake and wood cleaners, and 
glues 
Cumulative liver and 




1 Production of polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC), waterpipes, 
wire and cable coatings, 
packaging materials, furniture 
automobile upholstery, 
housewares, and toys 
Lung, liver, and kidney 
cancer; angiosarcoma; 
nervous system and 
immune system toxicity 
Benzene 
 
5 Tobacco smoke, fuels and 
paint supplies, automobile 
emissions in attached garages, 
glues, paints, furniture wax, 
resins, nylon, and synthetic 
fibers rubbers, lubricants, 
dyes, detergents, drugs, and 
pesticides 
Cancer; leukemia; 
cumulative bone marrow 
damage; CNS depression; 
respiratory arrest; 
cardiovascular collapse; 
aplastic anemia; irritation 
Toluene 
 
1 Tobacco smoke, paints, paint 
thinners, fingernail polish, 
lacquers, adhesives, rubber, 
printing, and leather tanning 
processes 
Irritation of the eyes, 





0.1-50 Tobacco smoke emissions 
from building materials, 
consumer products 
Irritation of the eyes, 
nose, throat, skin; CNS 
effects; narcosis; mutagen 
Dichloromethane 
 
5 Paint strippers, aerosol 
products, adhesives, spray 
paints, automotive cleaners, 
and varnish remover 
Dizziness, headache, 
confusion, drowsiness, 
risk for nervous system, 
liver and kidney toxicity 
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There are more than 300 VOCs, and based on the molecular structure, the VOCs can be 
classified into alkanes, alkenes, aromatic hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, etc. In 
addition, the polar and nonpolar VOCs are recognized based on the degree of molecular polarity 
[43–45]. Aromatic compounds are produced mainly from combustion, automobile exhaust, 
refinery products, and architectural materials. These VOCs are carcinogenic and highly toxic. 
Oxygenated VOCs such as alcohols, aldehydes, and ketones are generated from architectural 
materials, solvents, gases, and coal chemical industries [38]. BTX (benzene, toluene, xylene) 
belongs to aromatic group is frequently encountered in indoor air, and considered as the most 
hazardous pollutants among VOCs [46]. Toluene was reported to be more abundant than xylene 
and benzene in homes (around 60% of the total BTX compounds) [47]. In addition, toluene is 
among the eight indoor air VOC representatives proposed by ASHRAE (American Society of 
Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers) to determine the efficiency of indoor air 
cleaning systems [48]. Acetone is a common compound in indoor environments with elevated 
levels due to its extensive use as solvent in nail polishing or many other products [49]. In this 
thesis, acetone and toluene were chosen as model compounds due to different structures, 
common presence in indoor air, and hazardous effects on humans.  
 
2.2. Technologies for removal of VOCs from indoor air 
There are many technologies available for VOC elimination in indoor air which can be 
classified into destruction and recovery groups. In destruction techniques, VOCs can be 
decomposed into CO2, H2O, or other non/less toxic compounds using chemical or biological 
methods. In recovery technologies, VOCs can be physically separated from air by transferring to 
another phase via changing the temperature and pressure in the process [45,50]. Adsorption is the 
most common technique in recovery-based group and biofiltration, photocatalytic oxidation, 
plasma catalysis, and catalytic ozonation are the most commonly used methods in the destruction 
group for removal of indoor VOCs [40]. 
Adsorption is regarded as one of the established methods for VOC removal due to its cost-
effectiveness, flexible operation, and low energy consumption. Activated carbon, zeolites, 
alumina, silica gel, and other molecular sieves, which are available as granules, extruded pellets, 
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fibers, and powder are the commonly used adsorbents. Poor thermal stability, pore blockage, and 
limited adsorption capacity are considered as the main limitations of this technique. Suitable 
adsorbents have large surface area and highly developed porous structure. Activated carbon and 
zeolite are the most widely used adsorbents for indoor air treatment. Activated carbon-based 
adsorbents present some limitations as they are combustible, difficult to regenerate for high 
boiling solvents, and require control of relative humidity. Zeolite is an alternative for activated 
carbon since it has properties such as thermal stability and hydrophobicity. Since the cost of 
zeolite is higher its application is limited to cases that activated carbon that is not well suited 
[45,51,52]. 
Biological technologies are processes in which polluted air is passed through a biologically 
active porous medium that supports a flourishing population of microorganisms such as biofilters 
and biotrickling filters. The contaminants are adsorbed and then degraded biologically. The 
contaminants are converted to carbon dioxide, water, and biomass by oxidation process. 
Although biofiltration is an economical and easy technique, it has certain drawbacks due to the 
accumulation of biomass in the filter bed. This can cause some problems, which lead to a 
reduction in performance including rising pressure drop, bed channeling, and generation of 
anaerobic zones. Therefore, the main challenge in biofiltration is keeping the balance between 
excess biomass generation and optimum sustainable pollutant removal. Moreover, the 
acclimation period for the microbial population may take weeks or even months particularly for 
VOC removal [53,54]. 
Photocatalytic oxidation is a cost-effective and efficient method for VOC removal and it has 
gained research interest in the last two decades [55]. TiO2 is the most widely used photocatalyst 
for VOC removal due to its low cost, simple preparation, and high stability [41]. Semiconductor 
catalyst such as TiO2 and ultraviolet (UV) light in this process generate electrons and holes 
which react with VOC molecules [56]. The main disadvantage of this technique is formation of 
harmful intermediates and particularly volatile aldehydes such as formaldehyde and 
acetaldehyde. In addition, the intermediate species tend to accumulate on the surface and cause 
catalyst deactivation [51,57]. 
Plasma treatment is a potential technique for removal of indoor air pollutants. In non-thermal 
plasma technology, a strong electrical field with high discharge voltage is created to decompose 
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VOCs using active electrons. The high potential difference between two electrodes leads to 
formation of a highly reactive environment favorable to react with various compounds [58,59]. 
This process alone has drawbacks such as high energy consumption, incomplete oxidation, poor 
efficiency at low VOCs, incomplete oxidation, and harmful byproducts formation. To overcome 
these challenges, this method was coupled with catalyst in a process called plasma catalysis 
which leads to an increase in the removal efficiency. However, incomplete elimination of VOCs, 
unpleasant products, and low efficiency at higher humidity levels are still the unsolved 
challenges in this technique [41,59,60]. 
 Thermal oxidation is the process of oxidizing combustible materials at high temperatures 
(>700 °C). VOCs in the presence of oxygen and at high temperatures convert to carbon dioxide 
and water. However, this method has high operating costs. Another concern in thermal oxidation 
applications is producing some acidic compounds in the vent stream. Therefore, corrosion-
resistant materials should be used in the construction of equipment [44,61]. The catalytic 
oxidation system operates at a lower temperature than thermal oxidation due to the effect of 
catalysts. The VOCs are oxidized in the presence of a suitable catalyst at much lower 
temperatures (250-500 °C) compared to thermal oxidation. Combustion temperature can be 
reduced significantly by using catalysts and this leads to advantages of lowering operating 
temperature and less fuel cost. Catalytic oxidation system is a suitable technology for lower 
exhaust volumes where contaminants such as chlorine, sulfur, heavy hydrocarbons, and 
particulates are not present. One of the disadvantages of this method is that capital cost of the 
catalytic unit is relatively high [62,63]. 
Ozone is a strong oxidizing agent and by addition of ozone, the required reaction temperature 
and the apparent activation energy decrease significantly. When ozone is used with a suitable 
catalyst, the reaction can occur at low temperatures close to ambient temperature. Therefore, 
important benefits of catalytic ozonation for removal of VOCs are reduction in reaction 
temperature and saving energy. Another advantage of catalytic ozonation over catalytic oxidation 
is the possibility of using transition metal oxides instead of noble metals, which are commonly 





2.3. Catalytic ozonation of VOCs in air 
2.3.1. Ozone properties and decomposition 
Ozone is an unstable powerful oxidant with strong electrophilic and oxidizing properties 
which makes it useful for waste treatment processes. The molecule of ozone has three oxygen 
atoms at the vertices of an obtuse-angled triangle (Figure 2.3). Ozone can be generated at a short 
wavelength of UV radiation or in electric discharges. During the degradation of ozone to oxygen, 
atomic oxygens will be formed which creates very strong oxidizing effects that can be used in 
water treatment and air cleaning devices [65,66]. 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Structure of ozone molecule [66]. 
 
Electron configurations of the ozone molecule and its resonance structures are shown in 
Figure 2.2. The electron configuration of ozone and the four different resonance structures are 
ascribed to high reactivity of ozone and its thermodynamic instability. Ozone is resonance 
stabilized which causes its resistance against decomposition at low temperature [64,66]. 
The oxidation potential of ozone is 2.07 eV which is high compared with those of oxygen 
(0.68 eV) and hydrogen peroxide (1.78 eV) [67]. It reacts with most compounds with 
organic/organometallic structures. Ozone is electrophile with a dipolar structure, therefore, the 





Figure 2.3. Resonance structures of ozone [66,67]. 
 
The reaction of ozone with aromatic compounds other than styrene is reported to be 
negligible. The reason can be attributed to the aromatic ring structure of these compounds. 
Oxygen-containing organic compounds that have no unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds in their 
structure have a slow reaction with ozone. In addition, alcohols, aldehydes, and ketones that do 
not contain unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds will have extremely slow reactions with ozone 
[68].  
Natural decomposition of ozone is very low at ambient temperature and it can be enhanced 
with temperature. However, ozone can be easily decomposed in the presence of catalysts at low 
temperatures. Catalytic ozone conversion has been performed over supported and unsupported 
noble metals (Ag, Pd, and Pt) and transition metal oxides of Co, Ni, Fe, Mn, Ce, and Cu. Mn-
based catalysts have presented the highest efficiency in decomposing ozone [67,69,70].  
Oyama et al. proposed the mechanism of ozone decomposition on manganese oxides on 
various supports [71,72]. First, ozone is adsorbed on Mn active site and forms surface atomic 
oxygen (O*) and molecular oxygen O2. Then, the generated atomic oxygen reacts with the 
second ozone molecule and forms a surface peroxide (O2*) and another oxygen molecule. In the 





Figure 2.4. Ozone decomposition reaction mechanism on manganese oxide active sites [69]. 
 
 
2.3.2. Studies in catalytic systems of VOC oxidation 
One of the main advantages of the catalytic ozonation technique is its capability to destroy 
VOCs at low temperatures. Heterogeneous catalytic ozonation has been the focus of many 
studies in recent years intending to improve this process to successfully eliminate VOCs at 
temperatures close to room temperature. Approaches such as investigating the effect of operating 
conditions, calcination temperature, preparation procedure, and water vapor; and comparing 
different transition metal oxides, noble metals, and supports have been studied extensively. The 
catalytic performance and reaction condition of effective catalysts on ozonation of VOCs in gas 
phase are summarized in Table 2.2. In these studies, some variables such as reaction conditions, 
catalyst loading, mixed metal oxides, different supports, calcination temperature, etc. have been 









Table 2.2.Catalytic ozonation of VOCs using different catalysts. 
VOC Concentration 
(ppmv) 







Toluene 100 Ru-Mn/HZSM-5 Wet impregnation 350 25  36 [73] 
Chlorobenzene 115 Fe2O3 Precipitation 180 150 92 [74] 
Benzene 150 Cu-Mn/SiO2 Dry impregnation 600 70 88 [25] 
Benzene 150 Co-MnOx Evaporation-to-dryness 400 70 50 [27] 
Benzene 150 Mn/SiO2 Dry impregnation 400-600 70 54-67 [25] 
Acetone 150 Co/Al2O3 Dry impregnation 500 25 85 [75] 
Toluene 100 MgO/GAC Sol–gel 500 100 91 [76] 
Chlorobenzene 100 Mn/Al2O3 Precipitation 450 120 83 [14] 
Toluene 120 Mn/Al2O3 Dry impregnation 500 22-100 60-95 [30] 
Benzene 30 Mn/ZSM-5 Dry impregnation 550 25 85 [77] 
Methanol 380 Pt/FeOx Coprecipitation 200-500 30 75-100 [78] 
Acetone 144 Mn/Al2O3 Dry impregnation 500 25-90 54-87 [79] 
Acetaldehyde 269 Ti/H-ZSM-5 Dry impregnation 350-700 25 55-72 [80] 
Benzene 150 Mn2O3 Evaporation-to-dryness 400-900 70 20-80 [27] 
Formaldehyde 45 Mn/CVC-TiO2 Chemical vapor condensation 500 25 100 [24] 
Benzene 200 α-Mn2O3 Nano-replication 200-500 80 50-70 [81] 
Toluene 395 Co-MCM-41 Hydrothermal 400 22-50 55-70 [82] 
Toluene 200 Mn/G Hydrothermal - 22 34 [83] 
Benzene 100 Mn/AL-SBA-16 Dry impregnation 550 80 85 [84] 
Toluene 20 Mn/USY Hydrothermal - 25 56 [12] 
Toluene 80 ZrCeOx Evaporation-induced 
self-assembly 





Transition metal oxides, both supported and unsupported have attracted great attention in 
catalytic ozonation of VOCs. It was found that manganese is the most active transition metal for 
oxidation of VOCs at low temperatures [86–89]. Supported manganese oxides in catalytic 
ozonation of benzene present higher catalytic activity than unsupported manganese oxide [27]. 
MnOx supported on Al2O3, TiO2, SiO2, CeO2, and ZrO2 have been investigated for catalytic 
ozonation of chlorobenzene by Chen et al. [14]. Among the studied supports, alumina displayed 
the highest catalytic activity. This was attributed to its textual properties, surface adsorbed 
oxygen species, highest redox potential, and high surface acidity [14]. Manganese oxides on γ-
alumina and MCM-41 supports were studied for catalytic ozonation of toluene and the results 
indicated that MCM-41 supported catalyst presents lower conversions than alumina [21].  
Catalytic ability in oxidation of VOCs can be enhanced by combination of metal oxides as a 
bimetallic oxide type of catalysts [27]. Manganese-based mixed oxides were found to have 
higher catalytic ability than single oxides due to the changes in its properties such as catalysts’ 
oxidation state and surface area [27,73,90,91]. Mn-based bimetallic catalysts supported on 
HZSM-5 have been prepared by addition of Fe, Cu, Ru, and Ag and tested in catalytic ozonation 
of toluene [73]. The catalytic performance of Mn catalyst was improved by the addition of the 
secondary metals. Among the mixed oxides catalysts, Ru-Mn/HZSM-5 showed the highest 
efficiency in toluene degradation which can be related to the increase in reducibility of Mn 
oxidation state.  M-containing mixed oxides of Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu, have been studied for 
catalytic ozonation of benzene [27]. Co–Mn mixed oxide was the most effective catalyst for 
benzene oxidation with higher CO2 selectivity and ozone decomposition ability [27]. 
The preparation method is of great importance to achieve catalysts with high activity [92]. 
However, most of the studies on the effect of preparation procedure have been performed on 
catalytic oxidation of VOCs than catalytic ozonation. Tang et al. [93] examined the influence of 
preparation method on manganese oxides catalyst for oxidation of benzene, toluene, and xylene. 
They reported that MnOx obtained by oxalate route had better performance than NH4HCO3 route 
and NaOH route, although the surface area of the samples was slightly smaller than the other two 
methods. The order of catalytic activity was related to the content of surface lattice oxygen 
species [93]. Titanium oxides supported Pt, Pd and Rh catalysts were applied for oxidation of 
CO, ethanol, and toluene. The catalysts were prepared by liquid-phase reduction deposition and 
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incipient wetness impregnation [94]. It was found that the preparation procedure has a 
considerable effect on metal dispersion, and consequently on the catalytic activity. Einaga et al. 
[27] investigated the effect of preparation conditions of evaporation-to-dryness method and co-
precipitation method on their catalytic properties of Mn-based catalysts. They reported that 
properties of catalyst were almost independent of preparation procedure. 
The catalytic properties and performance greatly depend on the calcination temperature. The 
effect of calcination temperature was investigated on catalytic ozonation of methanol using 
Pt/FeOx catalyst. Upon rising the calcination temperature from 200 to 500 ºC, methanol 
conversion increased with calcination temperature up to 400 ºC, followed a decline as the 
calcination temperature went up to 500 ºC. Therefore, the highest conversion was achieved at 
400 ºC due to its higher dispersion and the appropriate molar ratio of Pt0/Pt2+ [78]. Calcination 
temperature was studied on oxidation of formaldehyde using Mn-Ce mixed oxide catalysts in the 
range between 300 and 700 ºC [95]. By increasing the calcination temperature, the BET surface 
areas and pore volumes decreased substantially. Formaldehyde conversion increased with 
calcination temperature up to 500 ºC, followed a decline as the calcination temperature went up 
to 700 ºC. The highest conversion was obtained at 500 ºC due to its higher oxidation state and 
lattice oxygen species on the surface [95]. Catalytic ozonation of benzene was performed over 
MnOx/SiO2 catalyst calcined at 400-600 ºC [25]. Benzene oxidation rate and CO2/CO ratio were 
enhanced with increase in calcination temperature. It has been reported that formation of Mn2O3 
on SiO2 support demonstrated higher activity than MnO2 in oxidation of benzene which can be 
obtained at higher calcination temperature [25]. Yuan et al. made MnOx catalysts with 
mesoporous structure using SBA-15 as a hard template at calcination temperatures of 300-500 
ºC. Toluene conversion could reach up to 100% by increasing calcination temperature up to 500 






2.3.3. Mechanism of catalytic ozonation of VOCs 
Although several studies have been performed to describe catalytic ozonation of VOCs, the 
proposed models are limited and there are still conflicting conclusions. These studies have 
assumed that the reaction happens on the surface of the catalyst between atomic oxygen resulted 
from ozone decomposition and adsorbed VOC molecule, suggesting the Langmuir–Hinshelwood 
mechanism. The original suggested model was proposed by Reed et al. on catalytic ozonation of 
acetone using MnOx/SiO2 [26]. They used in-situ Raman spectroscopy and the transient kinetics 
techniques to develop the Langmuir–Hinshelwood expression in which only one site (MnOx) was 
involved in the mechanism.   
 
 𝑂3 + ∗ →  𝑂2 + 𝑂 ∗                                                                                                           (2.1) 
 𝑂 ∗ + 𝑂3 →  𝑂2 + 𝑂2 ∗                                                                                                     (2.2) 
𝑂2 ∗ →  𝑂2 + ∗                                                                                                                    (2.3) 
 𝐴 + ◻   ⇄  𝐴 ◻                                                                                                                  (2.4) 
𝐴 ◻ +  ∗ →  𝐴 ∗ + ◻                                                                                                          (2.5) 
 𝐴 ∗ + 𝑂 ∗ →  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠                                                                                                     (2.6) 
 
where * represents a surface Mn site, ◻ represents a surface SiO2 site, and A represents 
acetone. The presented model was used by other researcher on ozonation of benzene [97] , 
toluene [98] and cyclohexane [99]. Reed et al.’s model was only validated experimentally by 
Rezaei et al. on catalytic ozonation of toluene using MnOx/Al2O3. In the same study by Rezaei et 
al., they proposed a mechanism based on the assumption that C–H bond cleavage is the limiting 
step. However, experimental evidence was not performed to support and validate the proposed 
mechanism. In these two studies, Langmuir–Hinshelwood single site mechanism were 
developed, assuming that the reaction occurred only on active MnOx sites. The support (silica or 
alumina) only helps to increase the dispersion of active Mn sites. Recent study by Hu et al. 
investigated mechanism of catalytic ozonation of toluene using MnOx/graphene catalyst. They 
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suggested a dual site mechanism for catalytic ozonation of toluene in which dual roles are played 
by graphene and MnOx. Mn sites are used for ozone decomposition, while graphene offers sites 
for toluene adsorption.  
 
𝑂3 + ∗ →  𝑂2 + 𝑂                                                                                                                (2.7)   
𝑂 ∗  + 𝑂3 →  𝑂2 + 𝑂2 ∗                                                                                                       (2.8)   
𝑂2 ∗ →  𝑂2 + ∗                                                                                                                     (2.9)   
𝐶7𝐻8 +◻  ⇄ 𝐶7𝐻8 ◻                                                                                                          (2.10)   
𝐶7𝐻8 ◻  + 𝑂 ∗ →  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠                                                                                              (2.11)  
  
* and ◻ represent surface manganese sites and surface graphene sites, respectively. The first 
three steps which are related to ozone decomposition are similar to the Reed et al.’s mechanism. 
However, it has been considered that the migration of the adsorbed VOC from support site to Mn 
site is not happening and the reaction occurs within dual sites. The proposed mechanism and the 
derived expression have not yet been assessed on VOCs other than toluene.  
Based on the reaction and in-situ DRIFT results over pure alumina and alumina supported 
manganese oxide, alumina acts not only as a support for Mn dispersion, and a reservoir for 
adsorbed VOC, but also interacts with VOC and creates surface carboxylate. These intermediates 
further react with atomic oxygen [79,100]. Due to limited studies and conflicting conclusions, 
the mechanism of catalytic ozonation of VOCs remains unclear and needs further investigations 






2.4. Knowledge gaps and research objectives 
 
Although many studies have been conducted on catalytic ozonation of VOCs, this technique 
still faces some limitations for its practical application. According to the literature and the recent 
reported developments, there are still knowledge gaps and challenges in catalytic ozonation of 
VOCs. 
• One of the limitations in catalytic ozonation process is that the required temperature 
for this process for a stable reaction is still higher than room temperature. Key issues 
such as catalyst deactivation and incomplete oxidation byproducts limit the reaction at 
low temperatures. Many studies aimed to improve catalytic activity to remove VOCs 
at room temperature but this problem still needs investigation [95,101,102]. 
• Incomplete oxidation of VOC at room temperature and generation of lots of organic 
intermediates are other serious problems in this technique. Other than CO2, CO -which 
is a toxic gas and should be inhibited- is generated due to partial oxidation. 
Nevertheless, this issue has not been addressed enough in the literature. Many 
researchers have been trying to improve VOC oxidation, CO production has not been 
addressed [22,31,103,104].  
• Catalytic ozonation of mixtures of VOCs especially at various concentration ratios is 
still not clear. There are over 350 VOCs in indoor air, mostly found in chemical 
mixtures at very low concentrations. However, there are very few studies of catalytic 
ozonation of mixture of VOCs and catalyst application of mixture system needs 
further investigation [102,105]. 
• Another important issue is the mechanism behind catalytic ozonation of VOCs which 
is not completely obvious according to the limited studies conducted so far. It is 
considered that the reaction takes place between adsorbed atomic oxygen and VOC 
molecules following the Langmuir-Hinshelwood type of mechanism. Langmuir-
Hinshelwood single-site and dual-site mechanisms were proposed which very few 
studies systematically validated them. These studies only considered one type of 
VOCs and the generality of the mechanism is not clear yet [26,64,98].  
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Based on the mentioned knowledge gaps, the main objective of this research is to consider 
different approaches to enhance catalytic activity and delay catalyst deactivation at room 
temperature. To obtain a catalytic with higher efficiency, the most promising catalyst for 
catalytic ozonation of VOCs according to the literature was chosen which was Alumina-
supported manganese oxides catalyst. Approaches such as the addition of secondary metal oxide, 
change in catalyst preparation procedure, and calcination temperature which are reported to 
affect the properties of the catalysts and subsequently the catalyst activity were studied.  
To achieve the overall main objective of this research, the following sub-objectives have been 
considered: 
• Investigate the influence of augmenting the single Mn and Co catalysts on the 
performance and structure of the catalyst in catalytic ozonation of acetone at room 
temperature.  
• Apply the novel method entitled polyol process for catalyst preparation and study the 
structure and activity of the new catalyst for ozonation of toluene in air at room 
temperature. 
• Study the effect of calcination temperature on the structural properties and catalytic 
activity of the polyol and impregnated catalysts in ozonation of single component and 
binary mixtures of acetone and toluene with various concentration ratios. 
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Contribution of this chapter to the overall Ph.D. Research 
This chapter covers the first phase of the research, which is “the investigation of the influence of 
augmenting the single Mn and Co catalysts on the performance and structure of the catalyst in 
catalytic ozonation of acetone at room temperature”. This section demonstrates the impact of 
addition of another active metal oxide to single metal oxides catalyst. In addition, the effect of 
variation of metal loading in mixed metal oxides catalysts was studied. The catalyst preparation, 
characterizations, and activity results are provided in this chapter. 
 
3.1. Abstract 
VOCs are among the major sources of air pollution. Catalytic ozonation is an efficient process 
for removing VOCs at lower reaction temperatures compared to catalytic oxidation. In this study, 
a series of alumina supported single and mixed manganese and cobalt oxides catalysts were used 
for ozonation of acetone at room temperature. The influence of augmenting the single Mn and 
Co catalysts was investigated on the performance and structure of the catalyst. The manganese 
and cobalt single and mixed oxides catalysts of the formula Mn10%-CoX and Co10%-MnX 
(where X = 0, 2.5, 5, or 10%) were prepared. Structure of the catalysts was examined by BET, 
XRD, XANES, and EXAFS. It was found that addition of Mn and Co at lower loading levels 
(2.5% or 5%) to single metal oxide catalysts enhanced the catalytic activity. The mixed oxides 
catalysts of (Mn10%-Co2.5%) and (Mn10%-Co5%) led to acetone conversion of about 84%.  It 
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is concluded that lower oxidation state of the secondary metal improves ozone decomposition 
and oxidation of acetone. 
 
3.2.  Introduction 
Air pollution by VOCs is an environmental threat that can negatively affect human health 
[106,107]. Ozone is considered a strong oxidant for water treatment and air cleaning [108,109]. 
Catalytic reaction with ozone (catalytic ozonation) is a promising method for VOC removal with 
distinct advantages over catalytic oxidation processes. Important advantages of catalytic 
ozonation are oxidation of VOCs at lower temperature, the possibility of using transition metal 
oxides catalysts instead of noble metals, and effectiveness of the process at low concentration 
levels of the VOC [31,76,85,110]. 
Transition metal oxides such as Mn, Co, Cu, Ni, Fe, and Ce are among the most active metals 
in catalytic ozonation reactions [111]. Supported manganese oxides are the most effective 
catalysts for oxidation of VOCs with ozone [30,102,104,112]. It has been reported that high 
activity of MnOx in the oxidation of VOCs can be related to the activity of Mn in decomposition 
of ozone and generation of active oxygen species [113]. VOC removal rates normalized by 
catalyst surface area were determined to be higher for alumina-supported catalysts than titania, 
silica, or zirconia-supported catalysts [29]. Investigation on catalytic ozonation of acetone using 
supported manganese oxide catalyst on γ-alumina and silica showed that alumina-supported 
catalyst was more active than the silica-supported catalyst in acetone removal [112]. 
One method of enhancing the catalyst activity is the addition of another metal to the supported 
manganese oxide. It has been reported that mixed metal catalysts can offer higher catalytic 
performance and selectivity, and better deactivation resistance compared to monometallic 
catalysts [114–116]. Among transition metal oxides, cobalt oxides have been identified as 
promising catalysts in oxidation of VOCs [114,117–119]. Doping ceria with cobalt oxide has 
been reported to modify the redox properties, enhance the oxygen mobility and eventually lead 
to better catalyst activity [118,120]. Cobalt is a metal with different oxidation states and 
relatively low energy gap exists between its different oxidation states. This can be beneficial for 
ozone decomposition and catalytic ozonation reactions [75].  
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In the present study, alumina supported Mn and Co single and mixed metal catalysts with 
different loadings of Co or Mn were used in catalytic ozonation of acetone at room temperature. 
The model VOC in this work was acetone since it is a prevalent industrial solvent and common 
pollutant in indoor air [112]. Reed et al. examined ozonation of acetone on silica-supported 
manganese oxide catalysts. The effect of metal oxide loading on oxidation of acetone was 
investigated, and it was noted that higher Mn loadings of silica-supported catalysts are more 
active due to their lower oxidation state and better adsorption of intermediates and easier 
delivery of oxygen equivalents [113]. On the contrary, it has also been reported that lower 
loadings of Mn are more favorable in catalytic ozonation of VOCs due to higher dispersion of 
Mn as well as lower oxidation states of Mn [30,103,104].  
Einaga et al.[27] investigated the effect of different metal oxides of Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu on 
performance of unsupported Mn catalyst based on the catalyst activity and selectivity in 
oxidation of benzene with ozone. They reported that Co–Mn mixed oxide was the most effective 
catalyst for benzene oxidation among the mixed oxide catalysts. Yao et al. [121] applied post 
plasma catalysis system to remove hexanal at ambient temperature and pressure from air using 
unsupported Co-Mn catalyst with different mole ratios. They deduced that CoMn(9/1) showed 
the best catalytic activity because the redox properties of Co-Mn solid solutions were promoted. 
Since both Mn and Co are active metals in catalytic ozonation of VOCs, catalytic ozonation of 
acetone over alumina supported Mn and Co mixed oxide catalysts at different levels of the 
primary and secondary metal loading was investigated. The catalysts were characterized by 
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and pore volume, X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray 
absorption near edge structure (XANES), extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), 
and diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFT) to relate the properties 




3.3.  Material and methods 
3.3.1. Catalyst preparation  
Single MnOx and CoOx catalysts with metal loading of 10 wt% on γ-Al2O3 (Alfa Aesar, SBET 
= 220 m2 g-1) were prepared by dry impregnation method using manganese (II) nitrate 
tetrahydrate (Sigma–Aldrich, 97%) and cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate (Sigma–Aldrich, 98%) 
precursors. After impregnation by the given amounts of the precursor solution, catalysts were 
dried at 100 °C for 10 h and calcined at 500 °C for 4 h. The calcined catalysts were crushed and 
sieved to achieve particles with diameter less than 208 μm for activity tests.  
The mixed transition metal oxides catalysts were prepared via successive impregnation 
method. Once the single metal catalysts were prepared, Mn-Co mixed oxides catalysts were 
synthesized by adding 2.5%, 5%, and 10 wt% Co to the already prepared MnOx/γ-Al2O3 catalyst 
using cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate solution. In the case of Co-Mn catalysts, solutions of 
manganese (II) nitrate tetrahydrate with appropriate content were added to the already prepared 
CoOx/γ-Al2O3 catalyst. The catalysts were dried, calcined, and sieved again.  
 
3.3.2. Catalyst characterization 
BET surface area and pore volume of the catalysts were determined by nitrogen adsorption 
using ASAP 2020 (Micromeritics) instrument. The samples were degassed for 2 hours at 110 °C 
and 0.5 mm Hg before the surface area and pore volume measurements. Structure of the catalysts 
was analyzed by XRD, XANES, and EXAFS. XRD spectra were collected by Brucker 
diffractometer (D8 Advance, Cu Kα radiation) in the 2θ range of 10–80º with a step size of 
0.04º. XANES and EXAFS spectra of Mn K-edge and Co K-edge were collected at HXMA 
beamline of the Canadian Light Source. Catalysts were diluted with boron nitride (BN), ground, 
and pressed to make thin disks. The prepared disks were protected by Kapton tape. All 
measurements were carried out in transmission mode using straight ion chamber detectors filled 
with helium gas. A Si(1 1 1) monochromator crystal used for data collection and the beamline 




3.3.3. Experimental setup and activity tests 
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.1. An ozone generator 
(AZCO Industries LTD, HTU-500S) was used to generate ozone from a high purity oxygen 
cylinder (Praxair, 99.993%). An acetone cylinder with ppm level concentration (Praxair, 
accuracy of ±2%) was diluted with nitrogen (Praxair, 99.999%) to provide acetone with 
appropriate concentration in the system. Gas flows were controlled by mass flow controllers 
(Brooks, SLA 5850, accuracy of ±1%). The catalytic ozonation experiments were carried out at 
25 °C and atmospheric pressure using a feed gas with 1200 ppm ozone and 150 ppm acetone. 
Total feed flow rate of 250 ml/min (at STP) was set for all experiments. For each experiment, 
0.065 g of the fresh catalyst was used. First, feed gas streams passed through a horizontal Pyrex 
tube, filled with glass beads, to enhance mixing before entering the reactor. All the reaction 
experiments were conducted in a reaction chamber (Harrick, HVC) at atmospheric pressure. 
Concentration of ozone was measured by an ozone analyzer (Teledyne API M454) in the exhaust 
gas stream.  A long-path gas cell (PIKE, volume 0.1 l, 2.4 m optical length, KBr window) 
coupled with a Nicolet iS50 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a Deuterated l-alanine doped 
triglycine sulfate (DLaTGS) detector was used for analysis of acetone, CO, and CO2. Based on 
the blank tests, homogeneous reaction between ozone and acetone in the absence of the catalyst 





Figure 3.1. Schematic of the experimental setup. 
 
Prior to the reaction, the catalyst was heated for 1 h under flow of 200 ml/min oxygen at 490 
°C. Then, the catalyst was cooled down to the reaction temperature under 250 ml/min nitrogen 
flow. The catalyst was saturated by passing gas mixture containing acetone, nitrogen, and 
oxygen before introducing ozone to the reaction chamber. After the catalyst became saturated 
with acetone, the ozone generator was turned on, and the ozonation of acetone was monitored at 
room temperature for 150 min. Experiments were repeated, and experimental errors in terms of 
standard error were calculated. For calibration purposes, a gas cylinder with ppm level 
concentrations of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide balanced with nitrogen (Praxair, accuracy 
of ±2%) was used.   
DRIFTS experiments were performed in another configuration of the experimental setup in 
which the long-path gas cell was replaced with a DRIFTS accessory (Harrick, Praying Mantis) 
on the FTIR spectrometer. The reaction chamber, equipped with ZnSe windows, was installed in 
the DRIFTS accessory in the FTIR spectrometer. To attain higher sensitivity and faster scanning, 
a narrow band mercuric cadmium telluride (MCT-A) detector was used for the DRIFTS 
operations. Spectra were collected at a resolution of 4 cm−1 in the range of 3900–1300 cm−1 to 
avoid saturation of the MCT-A detector.  
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× 100%                                                                                                            (3.1) 
 where Ci,in and Ci,out are the inlet and outlet concentrations of acetone or ozone, respectively.  
COx yield was calculated from the following equation: 
𝐶𝑂𝑥 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 (%) =
[𝐶𝑂]+[𝐶𝑂2]
(3×[𝐶3𝐻6𝑂]𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑)
× 100                                                                               (3.2) 
 
 
3.4.  Results and discussion 
3.4.1. Catalyst characterization 
Table 3.1 presents Mn and Co loading, BET surface area, and pore volume of all the studied 
catalysts and the alumina support. By adding Mn and Co on the alumina, surface area and pore 
volume of the samples decreased. In the mixed oxide catalysts, surface area and pore volume 
kept decreasing by increasing metal loading mainly due to contribution of the mass of nonporous 
metal components to the catalyst mass and partial plugging of alumina pores [30]. 
Figure 3.2 shows XRD spectra of the eight catalysts supported on alumina. According to 
XRD peaks, Mn2O3 and Co3O4 are the main phases of manganese and cobalt oxides in single 
metal oxides catalysts [79,123]. Co3O4 has a sharp peak at 37º, which can be observed in all 
catalysts containing cobalt. In CoOx/γ-Al2O3, only peaks related to Co3O4 phase can be seen. In 
Co-based catalysts augmented by adding different loadings of manganese, the main phase of 
cobalt oxides is Co3O4. Whereas, in Mn-based catalysts augmented by adding cobalt, an overlap 
of Co3O4 and CoO peaks can be observed. In MnOx/γ-Al2O3 sample, different phases of 
manganese oxide can be observed in the XRD spectra. The most intense peak of Mn3O4 is 




Table 3.1. Chemical compositions and pore structures of the catalysts. 
Catalyst Mn and Co 
loading (wt %) 
SBET 
(m2 g-1) 
Pore volume  
(cm3 g-1) 
Mn Co 
γ-Al2O3 - - 220 0.61 
Mn/γ-Al2O3 10 - 200 0.56 
Mn-Co/γ-Al2O3 10 2.5 186 0.54 
Mn-Co/γ-Al2O3 10 5 178 0.53 
Mn-Co/γ-Al2O3 10 10 180 0.49 
Co/γ-Al2O3 - 10 210 0.59 
Co-Mn/γ-Al2O3 2.5 10 194 0.55 
Co-Mn/γ-Al2O3 5 10 183 0.52 
Co-Mn/γ-Al2O3 10 10 174 0.47 
 
 
Figure 3.2. XRD patterns of the alumina supported catalysts (Al2O3 *, Mn2O3 ●, Mn3O4 ○, MnO2 +, 




Therefore, XRD spectra of the catalysts indicate that with change in the loading of the 
secondary metal, different phases of Mn and Co oxides are formed, while the oxidation state of 
the primary metal in the catalyst remains unchanged. From the XRD peaks, metal oxide 
crystallite sizes were estimated by using the Scherrer equation. Particle size of Mn2O3 is 
determined from XRD spectra using the most intense peak at 32.9° [21]. Co3O4 metal crystallite 
size was determined from XRD spectra using the Co3O4 peak at 2θ value of 31.4°. It was 
determined that Mn2O3 had crystallite size between 18 and 26 nm, whereas Co3O4 crystallites 
fall in the range of 9 and 21 nm size range. Catalyst dispersion values were estimated from the 
obtained particle sizes calculated from XRD peak broadening [26,124]. Table 3.2 presents Co3O4 
and Mn2O3 crystallite size and dispersion values obtained from XRD spectra. The results indicate 
no specific correlation between the loading of the secondary metal and dispersion of the metals 
on the catalysts. 
 
Table 3.2. Mn and Co oxides particle sizes and dispersions obtained from XRD spectra. 
Catalyst Mn2O3 




Particle size (nm) 
Co 
Dispersion (%) 
Mn 10%/ γ-Al2O3 18 7 - - 
Mn10%-Co2.5%/ γ-Al2O3 26 5 Na Na 
Mn10%-Co5%/ γ-Al2O3 20 7 13 5 
Mn10%-Co10%/ γ-Al2O3 23 6 9 7 
Co10%/ γ-Al2O3 - - 14 4 
Co10%-Mn2.5%/ γ-Al2O3 Na Na 21 3 
Co10%-Mn5%/ γ-Al2O3 18 7 12 5 
Co10%-Mn10%/ γ-Al2O3 18 7 12 5 
a Not detected. 
 
Figure 3.3 (a) shows the magnitude of the Fourier transform of Mn K-edge of the catalysts. 
The peak for Mn-O in the first coordination shell is similar for all the catalysts containing 
manganese oxide. However, the peak for Mn-Mn in the second coordination shell of Co10%-
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Mn2.5% and Co10%-Mn5% is different from that of the other catalysts. In other words, local 
structure around manganese atom is similar for all the manganese-containing catalysts except for 
the catalysts with 2.5 and 5% manganese loading.  
Figure 3.3 (b) shows the magnitude of the Fourier transform of Co K-edge EXAFS spectra of 
the catalysts. The first coordination shell (Co-O) is similar for all cobalt-containing catalysts. 
However, the peak for Co-Co in the second shell of Mn10%-Co2.5% and Mn10%-Co5% has 
shifted when compared to the Co-Co peak of the other catalysts. Therefore, the catalysts with 2.5 
and 5% cobalt loading have different local structure around cobalt atom than the other cobalt-
containing catalysts.  
 
 
Figure 3.3. Magnitude of the Fourier transform of EXAFS spectra: (a) Mn K-edge; (b) Co K-edge. 
 
Table 3.3 shows the presence of different phases of manganese oxide and cobalt oxide in the 
catalysts. These results were obtained from linear combination fitting of Mn K-edge and Co K-
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edge XANES spectra. Mn2O3 is the dominant manganese phase in the catalysts that contain 10% 
manganese. Addition of cobalt to Mn10% catalyst did not change the formal oxidation state of 
manganese significantly. In contrast, Mn3O4 was the main manganese phase in the Co10%-
Mn2.5% and Co10%-Mn5% catalysts. Increase in manganese loading decreased Mn3O4 and 
increased Mn2O3 content of the Co-Mn catalysts. Co3O4 is the dominant cobalt phase of the 
cobalt-containing catalysts except for Mn10%-Co2.5% and Mn10%-Co5% that contain 
significant amount of CoO phase as well. Addition of manganese to Co10% catalyst did not alter 
the formal oxidation state of cobalt. 
 
 
Table 3.3. Result of linear combination fitting of Mn and Co K-edge XANES. 
Catalyst Mn3O4 (%) Mn2O3 (%) MnO2 (%) CoO (%) Co3O4 (%) 
Mn10 %/ γ-Al2O3 7 82 11 - - 
Mn10%-Co2.5%/ γ-Al2O3 20 80 0 45 55 
Mn10%-Co5%/ γ-Al2O3 16 84 0 44 56 
Mn10%-Co10%/ γ-Al2O3 7 85 8 16 84 
Co10%/ γ-Al2O3 - - - - 100 
Co10%- Mn2.5%/ γ-Al2O3 69 29 2 - 100 
Co10% -Mn5%/ γ-Al2O3 54 44 2 2 98 
Co10%- Mn10%/ γ-Al2O3 27 73 0 3 97 
 
 
Results obtained from XANES and XAFS analyses show that the local structure and oxidation 
state of transition metals (Mn or Co) formed during the first impregnation of the alumina remain 
unchanged even after addition of the secondary metal. In other words, Mn2O3 was the main 
manganese phase of Mn10%, and adding cobalt did not affect the manganese phase. Similarly, 
Co3O4 was the main cobalt phase of Co10%, and adding manganese did not influence the cobalt 
phase. On the other hand, as found by XANES, the oxidation states of the secondary metal 
changed, and by increasing the loading of the secondary metal, its oxidation state increased. This 
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agrees with the XRD results. The direct relationship between manganese loading and oxidation 
state has also been reported by Rezaei et al. [30].  
 
3.4.2. Catalytic oxidation of acetone by ozone 
Catalytic ozonation of acetone using single and mixed transition metal oxide catalysts was 
conducted at 25 °C. Figure 3.4 depicts acetone and ozone conversions using the eight catalysts at 
150 min of the reaction. Acetone and ozone conversions increased by augmenting the Mn and 
Co-based catalysts with the secondary metal. However, the activity of the catalysts decreases as 
the loading of the secondary metal increases up to 10%. The order of adding metals in the 
catalyst preparation changed the catalytic properties. It can be observed that generally, Mn-based 
catalysts augmented by Co are more active than Co-based catalysts that are augmented by Mn. 
Mn oxides augmented with lower loading of Co showed the highest activity for the reaction. 
Both Mn10%-Co2.5% and Mn10%-Co5% catalysts achieved acetone conversion of 
approximately 84%. For Co-based catalyst, as Mn content increased, the catalyst activity kept 
decreasing. By adding appropriate content of Co to Mn-based catalyst, the acetone and ozone 
conversions increased by 26% and 54%, respectively. The results indicate about 53% and 52 % 
increase in acetone and ozone conversions by augmenting single Co catalyst with proper amount 
of Mn. Table 3.4 shows the reaction rates of acetone and ozone conversions on all studies 
catalysts. It can be observed that Mn10%-Co2.5% and Mn10%-Co5% had the highest acetone 





Figure 3.4. Acetone and ozone conversions (%) at 25 °C and 150 min of reaction, [acetone] = 150 ppm, 
and [O3] = 1200 ppm, catalyst weight = 0.065 g, gas flow rate = 250 mL min−1. 
 
Table 3.4. Catalytic activity of single and mixed metal oxides catalysts for acetone ozonation at 150 min 
of reaction. 
Catalyst Acetone oxidation rate 
(× 105 mol min−1 g−1) 
Ozone decomposition rate 
(× 105 mol min−1 g−1) 
COx yield 
(%) 
Mn10 %/ γ-Al2O3 1.57 11.26 91.31 
Mn10%-Co2.5%/ γ-Al2O3 1.98 17.01 90.41 
Mn10%-Co5%/ γ-Al2O3 1.98 17.34 90.53 
Mn10%-Co10%/ γ-Al2O3 1.25 9.07 92.98 
Co10%/ γ-Al2O3 1.15 8.00 95.71 
Co10%- Mn2.5%/ γ-Al2O3 1.76 12.16 88.21 
Co10% -Mn5%/ γ-Al2O3 1.35 7.60 91.48 
Co10%- Mn10%/ γ-Al2O3 1.21 5.39 96.58 
a [acetone] = 150 ppm, [O3] = 1200 ppm, catalyst weight = 0.065 g, gas flow rate = 250 mL min−1, 25 °C, Data were 
taken at 150 min of reaction. 
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The main reaction products of catalytic ozonation of acetone are CO and CO2. The COx yields 
were determined for all catalysts and are shown in Table 3.4. COx yields for ozonation of acetone 
for all the catalysts were between 88% and 97%. The percentage of CO and CO2 in the exhaust 
gas is presented in Figure 3.5. It should be mentioned that the results of COx yield and 
percentages of CO and CO2 were comparable for all catalysts. The catalysts became gradually 
deactivated due to accumulation of carbonaceous species on their surface [21,29,79]. 
 
 
Figure 3.5. CO% and CO2% in the reaction product stream at 25 °C and 150 min of reaction, [acetone] = 
150 ppm, and [O3] = 1200 ppm, catalyst weight = 0.065 g, gas flow rate = 250 mL min−1. 
 
 
Long-term activity, as well as COx concentration, were determined for Mn10%-Co2.5% 
catalyst and the results are presented in Figure 3.6. The conversions of acetone and ozone after 
24 h at 25°C reached 55 and 43%, respectively. COx concentrations and CO/CO2 ratio remained 





Figure 3.6. Long-term activity and product formation of Mn10%-Co2.5%/γ-alumina at 25°C, [acetone] = 
150 ppm, and [O3] = 1200 ppm, catalyst weight = 0.065 g, gas flow rate = 250 mL min−1. 
 
 
From the presented results, it can be understood that augmenting a single metal oxide catalyst 
improves its performance. However, the secondary metals at their lower loading of 2.5% or 5 % 
resulted in better decomposition of ozone and higher rate of acetone oxidation. In has been 
reported that in catalytic ozonation process, ozone decomposition occurs on the catalyst and 
active oxygen species are formed which are responsible for VOC oxidation [104,113]. Reed et 
al. have studied the effect of metal oxide loading from 3% to 20% on MnOx/SiO2 catalysts [113]. 
They have reported that lower oxidation states of higher loaded catalysts contribute to higher rate 
of acetone degradation. They suggested that when oxidation states of metal particles are lower, 
they could interact with ozone more easily to create active oxygen species. Einaga et al. [103] 
have investigated the structure of Mn oxides on alumina in different metal loadings in ozonation 
of benzene. They have concluded that catalysts with lower loadings (1-7.5%) have presented 
higher activities. Similar study by Rezaei et al. has found that catalysts with lower Mn oxidation 
states are more active in ozonation of toluene [30]. It has been reported that catalysts with lower 
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metal loadings have lower oxidation state and are more active in transferring electrons to ozone 
to induce ozone decomposition reaction [30]. 
 
3.4.3. In-situ DRIFTS studies and reaction pathway 
The in-situ DRIFTS spectra of four selected catalysts during the reaction are depicted in 
Figure 3.7. According to Figure 3.7 (a-d), acetone is adsorbed on the catalysts. This can be 
confirmed by the characteristic acetone bands at 1371 and 1424-1427 cm−1. The peak at around 
1702 cm−1 (C=O stretching) and the broad band between 2400 and 3750 cm−1 (OH stretching) 
were other detected bands. Appearance of the peaks at 1590-1601 cm−1 ( COO- stretching of 
carboxylate species) confirmed adsorption of acetone which is partially oxidized to carboxylate 
groups [79,125,126]. A recent study has shown that in the presence of ozone, acetone is first 
oxidized to surface carboxylates; then, the surface carboxylates are further oxidized to alcohols, 
ketones, carboxylic acids, and eventually to carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide [79]. In a 
typical experimental run, after saturation of the catalyst with acetone, ozone was introduced into 
the system. New peaks appeared and the intensity of the characteristic peaks of acetone declined 
gradually as they are presented in the representative time spectra. As can be seen in Figure 3.7, 
the main bands are at around 1410-1427 (C‒H asymmetric deformation vibration), 1462-1468 
(methyl and methylene C‒H bending), 1580-1600 (antisymmetric and symmetric COO- 
stretching of carboxylates), 1700-1726 (C═O stretching of ketones and carboxylic acids), and 
2700-3650 cm−1 (OH stretching of alcohols, carboxylic acids, and water). The intensity of the 








Figure 3.7. DRIFTS spectra of catalytic ozonation of acetone at 25 °C using alumina supported (a) 
Mn10%, (b) Co10% , (c) Mn10%-Co2.5%, and (d) Co10%-Mn2.5%; [acetone] = 150 ppm, [O3] = 1200 
ppm, catalyst weight = 0.065 g, gas flow rate = 250 mL min−1. 
 
By comparing the spectra of the four catalysts in Figure 3.7, it can be inferred that acetone 
degradation pathway is most probably the same for the alumina supported Mn10%, Co10%, 
Mn10%-Co2.5%, and Co10%-Mn2.5% catalysts. During adsorption of acetone, intensity of the 
peak at around 1600 cm−1 was relatively weaker in Co10% than other catalysts. This can suggest 
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that chemical adsorption was weaker in Co10%. However, the appeared peaks indicated that 
both chemical and physical adsorption occurred in all selected samples.  
From the activity results discussed in Figure 3.4 and Table 3.4, addition of Mn2.5 % to Co-
based catalyst and Co2.5 % to Mn-based catalyst enhances the activity of the single metal oxide 
catalysts. XANES and EXAFS studies indicate that the oxidation states and local structure of the 
primary metal does not change by addition of the secondary metal. Therefore, the secondary 
metal does not interact with the structure of the primary metal. As also can be observed in Figure 
3.7, the single Mn 10% and Co 10% have similar spectra and it can be assumed that the reaction 
pathways on these two metals are the same.  
It has been reported that ozone is decomposed on the surface of metal oxide catalysts to form 
atomic oxygen and peroxide species (Eqs. (3.3)-(3.5)). These studies have been carried out on 
supported manganese oxides [21,103,113] as well as cobalt oxides [75]. 
 
𝑂3 +  
∎  →  𝑂2 + 𝑂
∎                                                                                                                (3.3) 
𝑂3 + 𝑂
∎  →  𝑂2 + 𝑂2
∎                                                                                                              (3.4) 
𝑂2
∎   →  𝑂2 +  
∎                                                                                                                        (3.5) 
where ■ refers to surface of metal active sites.  
 
Reed et al. studied catalytic ozonation of acetone over silica-supported Mn oxides with Mn 
loading from 3% to 20% [26]. They proposed that almost all the adsorbed acetone on the catalyst 
are located on silica sites. Therefore, silica acts as a reservoir for the acetone, which is physically 
adsorbed on the catalyst. Then, the adsorbed acetone molecules migrate to the Mn sites and react 
with active atomic oxygen. In another study on ozonation of acetone using alumina supported 
Mn oxides, it has been suggested by Aghbolaghy et al. that alumina is not an inert support. 
Alumina acts as reservoir for adsorbed acetone, and it also interacts with acetone to create 
surface carboxylate intermediates [79]. The role of alumina for catalytic ozonation of acetone 
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was studied by performing the reaction on pure alumina. Alumina alone was unable to oxidize 
the surface carboxylates that were formed, and Mn sites were essential for completing the 
oxidation process. According to in-situ DRIFTS results, the presence of similar bands for Mn 10 
% and Co 10% catalyst suggest that both Mn and Co catalysts follow the same reaction pathway. 
In the case of Mn and Co mixed oxides, the intensity of the appeared peaks becomes stronger 
indicating the role of both metals in forming surface carboxylates in the reaction. It has been 
reported that lower oxidation states of Mn are preferable for ozonation of VOCs. This reason is 
attributed to the ability of Mn atoms in lower loaded sample in transferring electron to ozone 
[30,113]. In a similar research on supported Co oxide catalyst, enhanced activity of lower 
loading samples was related to increase in dispersion and decrease in oxidation state of cobalt 
which resulted in improved electron transferring ability and ozone utilization [75]. Therefore, 
lower oxidation states of Mn and Co in this work can enhance the ozone decomposition reaction 
and consequently the oxidation rate of VOCs. 
In the presence of both Mn and Co sites, the surface carboxylates are oxidized to carboxylic 
acids, alcohols, and ketones, and eventually to CO and CO2. According to the findings of this 
work and the results of the previous studies [79,100], it can be concluded that alumina, Mn, and 
Co are playing roles in ozone decomposition to create highly reactive atomically adsorbed 
oxygen species in the proposed mechanism. The incomplete oxidation of acetone and formation 
of undesired products accumulated on the catalysts cause gradual deactivation of the catalyst at 
25 °C [79]. 
Based on the above discussion, the observed differences in the catalytic performance are due 
to structural differences between the catalysts. It has been reported by Einaga et al. that surface 
area plays an import role in increasing the catalyst activity in ozonation of benzene [29]. They 
found that irrespective of the type of the catalyst support, there is a linear relationship between 
specific surface area and reaction rate. In this work, it can be seen that by adding higher content 
of metal oxides on the support, the surface area decreases slightly. Although the activity of the 
catalyst increased considerably in Mn10%-Co2.5% and Co10%-Mn2.5% catalysts compared to 
single Mn10% and Co10%, the surface area decreased. Therefore, it can be deduced that surface 
area cannot justify the enhancement in catalyst activity. 
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On the other hand, researchers have reported the impact of metal loading on the oxidation 
state of metal and eventually catalyst activity [30,75,113]. The findings of this work also suggest 
the same conclusion about the effect of lower oxidation states on higher acetone conversion. In 
both alumina supported Mn and Co-based catalysts, by decreasing the loading of the secondary 
metal to 2.5%, its oxidation state decreased which led to higher conversions. It is suggested that 
Mn3O4 (mixed Mn oxidation state of +3 and +2) and CoO (oxidation state of +2) are the most 
active species among the observed Mn and Co phases. Mn3O4 and CoO constitute 20 and 45 % 
of the Mn and Co species in Mn10%-Co2.5% catalyst, respectively; while Mn10% catalyst 
contains only 7% Mn3O4 and Co10% catalyst contains no CoO. The catalysts containing higher 
amounts of CoO and Mn3O4 performed better than other catalysts.  
 
3.5.  Conclusions 
Catalytic ozonation of acetone over a series of alumina supported single and mixed transition 
metal oxide catalysts was studied at room temperature. All catalysts lost their activity gradually 
at room temperature due to accumulation of intermediates on their surface. It was shown that 
addition of lower loading of the secondary metal to Co and Mn catalysts improved activity of the 
catalysts. By augmenting the catalyst with the second metal, the local structure and oxidation 
state of the primary metal remained the same. However, by changing the loading of the 
secondary metals, its oxidation state changed. It was suggested that activity of the catalysts is 
related to the metal’s oxidation state and lower metal loadings (5 wt% or less) result in lower 
oxidation states. Catalysts having lower oxidation states are more active in transferring electrons 
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Contribution of this chapter to the overall Ph.D. Research 
The second objective of the research is addressed in this section, which is “developing a novel 
method for catalyst preparation for ozonation of toluene in air at room temperature”. Preparation 
procedure via polyol method and characterizations of catalysts are provided in this chapter. 
Experimental design using response surface methodology is used to estimate optimum conditions 




MnOx/Al2O3-P catalyst was synthesized by polyol process and evaluated in catalytic 
ozonation of toluene in air at room temperature. The effects of polyol synthesis temperature and 
time were optimized using response surface methodology. The performance of the optimized 
polyol catalyst was compared with a catalyst prepared by the impregnation method 
(MnOx/Al2O3-I). Polyol catalyst had higher toluene and ozone conversions with less carbon 
deposition and higher selectivity towards CO2 in the product than the impregnated catalyst. 
Nearly 80 % of toluene was removed using MnOx/Al2O3-P after 120 min of reaction, which is 
higher than MnOx/Al2O3-I (70%). Characterization studies showed that MnOx/Al2O3-P has 
smaller manganese particle size, higher dispersion, and higher surface area than MnOx/Al2O3-I. 
Both catalysts were mostly composed of Mn3+ phase, while MnOx/Al2O3-P had a higher amount 
of Mn2+. The higher activity of the polyol catalyst is attributed to smaller manganese particle 




4.2.  Introduction 
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) contribute significantly to air pollution in indoor 
environments and they can affect human health [127,128]. Some common sources of VOC 
emission in indoor air are personal care products, cleaning products, perfumes, glues, paints, 
solvents, building and construction materials, and tobacco smoke [129]. Toluene is a widely used 
solvent and one of the most common VOCs in indoor air [38,126,130]. Among VOCs, toluene 
appears to be one of the most resistant compounds to oxidize [88,131,132]. Catalytic ozonation 
is one of the promising techniques to eliminate VOCs in indoor air at low temperatures. Besides, 
inexpensive metals in the transition series can be used in catalytic ozonation instead of precious 
metals that are mostly used in catalytic combustion [75,133,134]. 
Catalytic ozonation of toluene has been studied using different catalysts such as MnOx/Al2O3 
[100,133,134], MnOx/MCM-41[21], MgO/GAC [76], MnO2/graphene [83], Mn and Ag/HZSM 
[126], and  Zr/CexO2 [85]. Although many metal-based catalysts have been studied for the 
oxidation of various VOCs, among them, manganese is considered as one of the most active 
metals for ozonation of VOCs due to its activity in ozone decomposition, redox properties, and 
low cost compared to precious metals [135–137]. Among the possible supports for Mn, γ-Al2O3 
is reported to exhibit the highest catalytic activity in ozonation of VOCs due to its large surface 
area and the ability to support Mn in its lower oxidation states [134]. 
Improving the catalytic activity and stability during the reaction is essential to enhance the 
performance of catalytic ozonation process. The catalyst’s performance significantly depends on 
its preparation process and parameters such as the deposition methods of the active phase, and 
oxidative and reductive treatments [138]. Generally using metal particles with higher dispersion 
is essential to reduce coking issues that lead to catalyst deactivation [139]. It has been reported 
that the catalysts synthesized by polyol method have well-dispersed metal particles compared to 
the impregnation method [140,141]. In the polyol process, metal precursors go through 
dissolution and then reduction to metal ions and metal oxides form [142]. It has been noted in the 
literature that time and temperature of the synthesis reaction are the two important parameters 
that have a considerable impact on the nucleation rate as well as the growth rate of the metal 
particles [143,144]. In a typical polyol process, ethylene glycol (EG) acts as a reducing agent and 
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stabilizer. Besides, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) can be used as a capping agent to prevent 
particle sintering and agglomeration [145,146]. By adjusting the preparation conditions in the 
polyol method, the morphology of the particles can be controlled [147].  
A number of studies have been reported on the catalyst preparation by polyol process in the 
oxidation of VOCs. Lu et al. [141,147,148] prepared Cu, Co, Fe, and Ni catalysts supported on 
activated carbon (AC) using polyol method and used them in oxidation of xylene, toluene, and 
benzene in air. Bayrakdar et al. [139] used Al2O3 supported Ni catalysts synthesized by polyol 
method for partial catalytic oxidation of methane. The researchers in these investigations found 
that by using the polyol method, catalysts with higher dispersion of the active sites as well as 
higher thermal stability and catalytic activity were obtained. These studies were limited to 
catalytic oxidation of VOCs. However, catalytic ozonation using polyol catalyst has not been 
investigated so far. Moreover, the preparation and characteristics of alumina-supported 
manganese oxides produced with polyol methodology have not been reported. Room-
temperature oxidation of toluene as a complicated compound has been a challenging reaction and 
only a few studies reported attempts to remove toluene at room temperature.  
This study mainly focuses on the synthesis of alumina supported manganese oxides using 
polyol process by applying a statistical experimental design and response surface methodology 
(RSM) to optimize the synthesis parameters. The catalyst performance in the reaction was 
evaluated by RSM to obtain the conditions at which catalyst activity is maximum. The optimum 
polyol catalyst was prepared and evaluated in the removal of toluene at room temperature using 
catalytic ozonation reaction. The optimum catalyst properties and performance were compared 
with the catalyst prepared with impregnation method.   
 
4.3.  Experimental 
4.3.1. Materials 
γ-Al2O3 (SBET = 220 m
2 g-1) supplied by Alfa-Aesar was used as the catalyst support 
throughout this study. Manganese (II) acetate tetrahydrate (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) was used as the 
precursor for each catalyst.  In the polyol technique, polyvynilpyrrolidone (PVP) (Sigma 
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Aldrich, K30, molecular weight = 40000) was used as a protective agent. Ethylene glycol (EG) 
(Sigma Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%) was used to reduce the metallic ions. No further purification 
treatment was done on the purchased materials prior to use. 
 
4.3.2. Preparation of catalysts 
4.3.2.1.  Polyol MnOx/Al2O3 catalyst 
MnOx/Al2O3 nanoparticles were synthesized using polyol method [140,141,149]. A schematic 
of the preparation method is given in Figure 4.1. The γ-Al2O3 support was ground and sieved 
into particle size less than 0.208 mm. Based on previous works, this catalyst size was chosen to 
eliminate transport resistance [64,102]. The experimental procedure was as follows: a given 
amount of the Al2O3 support was added to an ethylene glycol–PVP–Mn acetate precursor 
solution and the mixture was agitated with a magnetic stirrer overnight. Then, the suspension 
was heated to the target temperature (more details in section 4.4.1). The nominal ratio of the 
mass of manganese per mass of the catalyst was 5%. At the end of the reaction time, the mixture 
was rapidly cooled to room temperature using an ice bath. The catalyst thus obtained was 
separated using a centrifuge, and subsequently washed several times with ethanol and deionized 
water to remove the organic phase. Afterward, the catalyst was dried in an oven overnight and 
then was calcined in air at 475 °C for 4 h. Catalysts were denoted as MnOx/Al2O3-P-X-Y (P 




Figure 4.1.Schematic of the polyol preparation process 
 
4.3.2.2.  Impregnated MnOx/Al2O3 catalyst 
MnOx/Al2O3 catalyst (catalyst designation: MnOx/Al2O3-I, I denote impregnation) was 
prepared by dry impregnation method using powdered support with particle size less than 0.208 
mm. Nominal mass of Mn per mass of the catalyst was used to eventually achieve the same 
actual loading as polyol sample (Based on the ICP-MS analysis on polyol sample explained in 
section 4.3.4). The synthesized catalyst was dried in oven overnight and then calcined for 4 h at 
475 °C in air. Then, the catalyst was crushed and sieved to a final particle size of less than 0.208 
mm. 
 
4.3.3. Application of RSM for optimization of the catalyst  
Design of experiments was conducted using optimal (custom) design as one of the classes of 
response surface methodology (RSM) to obtain optimum level of the catalyst activity in removal 
of toluene as a function of the catalyst synthesis parameters in polyol preparation process. The 
two selected operating parameters; reaction temperature (factor A,°C) and reaction time (factor 
B, h) were optimized using RSM based on D-optimal design method. In this method, the effects 
of factors influencing the process were investigated by performing 16 sets of experiments for a 
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replicated five points. These two factors play an important role in catalyst structure and 
morphology impacting catalyst activity [142,143,150,151]. The Design Expert® 11.0.5.0 (STAT-
EASE Inc., Minneapolis, USA) software was used in the regression and graphical analyses of the 
data. The statistical analysis of the model was applied to evaluate the analysis of variance 
(ANOVA). In the modeling, two cubic models were developed to predict ozone and toluene 
conversions as model responses as a function of the two variables (synthesis reaction 
temperature and time). The models were eventually maximized to determine the catalyst 
synthesis temperature and time at which ozone and toluene conversions are highest. The 
optimized polyol catalyst was designated as MnOx/Al2O3-P.  
 
4.3.4. Catalyst characterization 
The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and pore volume of catalysts were 
determined by nitrogen adsorption using an ASAP 2020 (Micromeritics) instrument. The 
catalysts were degassed for 2 h at 110°C and 0.5 mm Hg prior to the surface area and pore 
volume measurements. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was conducted with a Jeol 
2010F field emission gun (FEG) operated at 200 keV to obtain particle size and dispersion of 
active site on the support surface. TEM instrument was equipped with high-angle annular dark-
field (HAADF) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy attachments to determine the 
elemental composition and element mapping of the catalysts. For TEM, the samples were 
ultrasonically dispersed in ethanol and a drop of the solution was then placed on a porous carbon 
film supported on the Cu grid.  
Dispersion (D) of the supported Mn catalyst was estimated from measured average 





                                                                                                                                  (4.1) 
where M is molar mass of Mn; a is Mn atom surface area; ρ is density of Mn; d is mean metal 
particle size and N is the Avogadro number. 
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The actual manganese loading on the support was determined with an inductively coupled 
plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) on an Agilent, 7700x instrument. Thermogravimetric 
analysis was used to analyze temperature-programmed weight loss of the polyol catalyst. A 
thermal analyzer (TGA Q500, TA Instruments) with standard furnace type was employed for this 
purpose. Samples were heated with the rate of 10 °C/min to 1000 °C under air and nitrogen flow.  
X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra were collected by a Rigaku Ultima IV X-Ray (Cu source, 
wavelength 1.54056Å) system in the 2θ range of 10–80° with a step size of 0.04°. X-ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed using a Kratos (Manchester, 
UK) AXIS Supra system. The survey scan spectra were collected with a step size of 1 eV and a 
pass energy of 160 eV. High-resolution scans were conducted using 0.05 eV steps with a pass 
energy of 20 eV. Deconvolutions of the XPS spectra were performed using a CasaXPS® 
software.  
Hydrogen temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR) was carried out using 60 mg catalyst. 
The samples were preheated at 400 °C for 1 h in 100 ml/min of oxygen-nitrogen (50–50 v%) 
flow to remove excess moisture and then cooled to room temperature in a N2 stream. The TPR 
experiments were conducted in 80 ml/min flow in a mixture of 3% H2 balanced with N2. 
X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) of Mn K-edge was collected at the HXMA 
beamline of the Canadian Light Source. Catalysts were diluted with boron nitride (BN), ground, 
and pressed to thin disks. The prepared disks were protected by Kapton tape. All measurements 
were carried out in transmission mode using straight ion chamber detectors filled with helium 
gas. Data processing was performed by ATHENA® software. 
 
4.3.5. Experimental setup of catalytic ozonation 
Catalytic ozonation was conducted in a Pyrex glass reactor, installed horizontally in an oven 
(Binder, FP 115) with the experimental setup shown in Figure 4.2. Ozone was produced using an 
ozone generator (AZCO Industries LTD, HTU-500S) from oxygen stream (Praxair, 99.993%). 
The produced ozone was mixed with a stream of toluene/nitrogen (Praxair, 300 ppm toluene 
balanced with nitrogen) and nitrogen (Praxair, 99.999%) to establish respectively 120 and 1000 
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ppm of toluene and ozone at the inlet of the reactor. Flow rates of the streams were set using 
three Brooks, SLA 5850 mass flow controllers. 0.2 g of powdered catalysts were used for 
activity measurement. Catalysts were packed between two pieces of glass wool and the rest of 
the reactor was filled with glass beads. The total flow rate at the inlet of the reactor was 1000 
ml/min (STP) resulting in a weight hour space velocity (WHSV) of 300 Lh-1 g-1. Prior to 
introducing ozone to the system, toluene, nitrogen, and oxygen were passed over the catalyst bed 
until the catalyst became saturated and the outlet concentration of toluene reached the inlet level 
(120 ppm). Then, the ozone generator was turned on and ozonation of toluene was started at 
25°C. The exhaust gas was passed through a long-path gas cell (PIKE, volume 0.1 L, 2.4 m 
optical length, KBr window) and analyzed using a coupled Nicolet iS50 FTIR spectrometer. 
FTIR spectra were collected at a resolution of 4 cm-1 by a deuterated L-alanine doped triglycine 
sulfate (DLaTGS) detector in the range of 4000-400 cm-1. By using this detector and 
configuration, a high linearity for the gas phase analyses was obtained. A homogeneous reaction 
between ozone and toluene was negligible in this reaction.  
 




To perform DRIFTS (diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy) analyses, 
another configuration of the experimental set up was used, in which the long-path gas cell was 
replaced with a DRIFTS accessory (Harrick, Praying Mantis) on the FTIR spectrometer. Then, 
the reaction chamber, equipped with ZnSe windows, was coupled with the DRIFTS accessory 
and the FTIR spectrometer. To achieve higher sensitivity and faster scanning, a narrow band 
mercuric cadmium telluride (MCT-A) detector was used for DRIFTS operations. Spectra were 
collected at a resolution of 4 cm−1 in the range of 3900–1300 cm−1 to avoid saturation of the 
MCT-A detector. 
 
4.3.6. Temperature-programmed (TPD, TPO) studies and byproducts identification 
Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) and temperature-programmed oxidation (TPO) 
studies were performed in a modified experimental setup described in detail elsewhere [75]. The 
reaction was performed in a reaction chamber (Harrick, HVC) equipped with a heater that 
allowed operation up to 900 °C. Catalyst weight and reaction gas flow rate were set to 50 mg and 
250 ml/min to maintain WHSV of 300 Lh-1 g-1. For TPD, the spent catalyst was immediately 
purged with nitrogen for 10 minutes after 120 min of reaction. Then, the catalyst was heated to 
860 °C at a rate of 20 °C/min under N2 flow. Similarly, for TPO, the spent catalyst was purged 
with N2 for 10 minutes, and then followed by heating to 745 °C at 10 °C/min under the flow of 
20 v% O2 and 80 v% N2. 
A gas chromatograph (GC, Agilent, 7890A) coupled with a mass spectrometer (MS, Agilent, 
5975C) was employed to identify the carbonaceous species accumulated on the catalyst. The 
extraction was conducted by washing the used catalysts with dichloromethane. The gas 




4.4.  Results and discussion 
4.4.1. Design of experiments for synthesis of optimized catalyst with polyol method 
The synthesis reaction temperature and time are the two most important parameters in polyol 
method affecting the structure and morphology of the catalyst and subsequently catalyst activity 
in ozonation of toluene [143]. The ranges for these two independent variables were set between 
140°C and 200°C for temperature and between 0.5 and 4 h for time, based on previous reports in 
the literature [139,140,146,155,156]. Response surface methodology (RSM) using Design 
Expert® software was used to design the required experiments to obtain the optimum condition 
in which the catalyst exhibits the highest activity. RSM is an appropriate method for obtaining a 
reliable correlation between independent variables and responses [157]. According to the design 
obtained from the software, 16 experiments, including 5 replicates were carried out to optimize 
catalyst synthesis variables (reaction time and temperature) for catalytic ozonation experiments. 
Each of the 16 catalysts was tested in the catalytic ozonation system. Table 4.1 shows ozone and 
toluene conversions in the 16 runs after 120 min of catalytic ozonation. It can be observed that 
with changing polyol synthesis time and temperature, ozone conversion varied between 32.1% 
and 56.1% and toluene conversion was within the range of 45.2% and 76.2 % observed for 











Table 4.1.The experimental results of catalytic ozonation of toluene in gas phase using polyol catalysts 
synthesized at various temperatures and times in the 16 runs designed by Surface Response Methodology. 
Run Temperature (°C) Time (h) Ozone conversion (%) Toluene conversion (%) 
1 163 3.31 53.9 73.7 
2 140 0.50 32.1 45.2 
3 180 4.00 51.9 70.2 
4 193 1.81 52.2 70.4 
5 171 0.50 45.0 59.8 
6 181 2.69 52.1 72.2 
7 200 0.50 50.6 67.3 
8 166 2.05 56.0 76.2 
9 200 3.08 42.0 62.2 
10 140 4.00 50.6 65.3 
11 140 2.25 54.1 71.1 
12 140 4.00 50.1 64.0 
13 200 3.08 42.7 62.1 
14 200 0.50 49.8 67.4 
15 180 4.00 51.8 71.1 
16 140 0.50 33.8 46.3 
 
 
4.4.2. Optimization of the catalyst synthesis parameters and statistical analysis using 
RSM  
The obtained results from 16 experiments were entered in the Design Expert, version 11 
software, and two cubic models were developed to fit the results for toluene and ozone 
conversions as a function of the catalyst synthesis temperature and time:  
(4.2) 
𝑂𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =  −68.62067 + 0.342847 A + 62.81683B + 0.018019 AB +
0.003614 𝐴2 − 22.86784  𝐵2 − 0.001268𝐴2𝐵 + 0.065727 𝐴𝐵2 − 0.000012 𝐴3 +




𝑇𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =  −525.79992  + 8.68924 A + 50.33089 B + 0.263463 AB −
 0.045811𝐴2 − 25.11159 𝐵2 − 0.002113 𝐴2𝐵 + 0.075079 𝐴𝐵2 + 0.000085 𝐴3 +
1.38565 𝐵3  
Where A and B represent the temperature (°C) and time (h) of the synthesis with the polyol 
method, respectively.   
The obtained experimental data for ozone and toluene conversions were analyzed using 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the results are presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The ANOVA 
tables of the cubic models show that both models are significant based on the models’ large F-
value and small p-values. Furthermore, the ANOVA tables were used to determine the 
significance of the models’ different terms. In general, terms with p values less than 0.05 show 
that model terms are significant. Values greater than 0.1 indicate model terms are not significant. 
Essentially, the smaller the P-value, the greater the contribution of the equivalent model terms 
toward the responses [157,158].  
As demonstrated in Table 4.2 for prediction of ozone conversion, the catalyst preparation 
parameters; temperature (A) and time (B), all interaction between them, and the cubic term B3 are 
significant as p-values for them are less than 0.05. In the case of toluene conversion (Table 4.3), 
variable A in a cubic model, all interaction between A and B, the quadratic terms of A2 and B2, 
and the cubic term of B3 are significant. Overall, the statistical analysis for both models indicated 
that the lack of fit were insignificant and that is essential for a model to be accurately applied for 
prediction of the responses [157]. This indicates that there was only a 0.01% chance that the 








Table 4.2. ANOVA of the cubic model for prediction of ozone conversion 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value  
Model 746.64 9 82.96 230.43 < 0.0001 significant 
A-Temperature 2.41 1 2.41 6.71 0.0412  
B-Time 2.16 1 2.16 6.01 0.0497  
AB 113.74 1 113.74 315.92 < 0.0001  
A² 59.53 1 59.53 165.36 < 0.0001  
B² 90.99 1 90.99 252.73 < 0.0001  
A²B 4.35 1 4.35 12.08 0.0132  
AB² 34.80 1 34.80 96.67 < 0.0001  
A³ 0.0209 1 0.0209 0.0581 0.8176  
B³ 11.60 1 11.60 32.23 0.0013  
Residual 2.16 6 0.3600    
Lack of Fit 0.0202 1 0.0202 0.0471 0.8368 not significant 
Pure Error 2.14 5 0.4280    
Cor Total 748.80 15     
R² 0.9971  Std. Dev. 0.6   
Adjusted R² 0.9928  Mean 48.04   









Table 4.3. ANOVA of the cubic model for prediction of toluene conversion 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value  
Model 1176.98 9 130.78 313.91 < 0.0001 significant 
A-Temperature 4.80 1 4.80 11.53 0.0146  
B-Time 0.1477 1 0.1477 0.3544 0.5734  
AB 113.12 1 113.12 271.52 < 0.0001  
A² 97.20 1 97.20 233.31 < 0.0001  
B² 188.00 1 188.00 451.26 < 0.0001  
A²B 12.07 1 12.07 28.98 0.0017  
AB² 45.41 1 45.41 109.01 < 0.0001  
A³ 0.9712 1 0.9712 2.33 0.1777  
B³ 10.99 1 10.99 26.38 0.0021  
Residual 2.50 6 0.4166    
Lack of Fit 0.6346 1 0.6346 1.70 0.2489 not significant 
Pure Error 1.86 5 0.3730    
Cor Total 1179.48 15     
R² 0.9979  Std. Dev. 0.6455   
Adjusted R² 0.9947  Mean 65.28   




The 3D plots of the cubic models help to understand the effect of independent variables on the 
responses and to determine the optimum condition. Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) show the effect of 
temperature and time of the polyol catalyst preparation on ozone and toluene conversions. 
According to Table 4.2 and Figure 4.3 (a), both terms of temperature (A) and time (B) are 
significant and have an impact on the response (ozone conversion). It can be observed that an 
increase in the level of catalyst preparation temperature and time, would result in improving 
ozone conversion. Although, with a further increase in the value of these two variables, no 
considerable improvement is noticed in ozone conversions. The impact of these variables on 
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toluene conversions is almost the same based on Table 4.3 and Figure 4.3 (b).  According to the 
results, the most suitable catalyst preparation conditions for maximum ozone and toluene 
conversions occur when time is kept between 2 and 3 h and temperature is between 150 and 
180°C. To compare the interaction of the two variables on ozone and toluene conversions, 
contour plots are shown in Figure 4.4. The measured suitable conditions are close to the 
conditions for the synthesis of supported metal catalysts reported in the literature [156].  
By analyzing Figure 4.3 (a) and (b), it can be concluded that reduction temperature plays an 
important role in the activity of the catalysts prepared by polyol technique. It has been reported 
in the literature that metal particle size increases by increasing the reduction temperature during 
the polyol method preparation [151]. The effect of synthesis reduction time on MnOx/Al2O3 
indicated that adequate reaction time is essential for a complete reduction and a catalyst prepared 
with short reaction time does not show high activity. In this work, catalyst activity is maximum 
at the time of 1.5-3 h of the reduction, depending on the synthesis temperature. Lee et al. 
investigated the effect of reaction time in the polyol method from 10 min up to 4 h on CoNi 
particles at 180°C. They reported that until 2 h, metal particle sizes remained unchanged. 
Whereas if the reaction time increased to 4 h, particle sizes increased [150]. The influence of 
reduction time and temperature of polyol process over Cu-Zn/γ-Al2O3 catalyst in NO reduction 
with CO was investigated by Tseng et al. [143]. They observed that the catalytic activity in the 
samples prepared at an appropriate temperature is relatively higher than the samples synthesized 
at either lower or higher temperatures. However, their work investigated the impact of polyol 
synthesis parameters while the other parameter was kept constant, thus, the interaction of the 
parameters was not studied.  
The optimum values of the selected variables were determined using a numerical optimization 
method in the Design Expert 11.0.5.0 software. The objective of this study was to determine the 
best conditions for the preparation of MnOx/Al2O3 by the polyol method in which the activity of 
the catalyst in the reaction is maximum. It was predicted by the software that the highest ozone 
and toluene conversions would be 56 and 76 %, which would occur at the optimum conditions of 
160 °C and 2.31 h of the polyol synthesis reaction. To confirm the validity of the developed 
model in the optimization, a catalyst with the optimized synthesis conditions using the polyol 
method was prepared and used in the catalytic ozonation of toluene. Duplicate verification 
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experiments were conducted and the average points for ozone and toluene conversions were 
found to be 58 and 80 %, respectively. The results are in good agreement with the predicted 
values obtained from the presented models.  
To consider the validity of the model, the predicted ozone and toluene conversions were 
plotted versus the actual values at the 16 design points, as illustrated in Figure 4.5 (a) and (b). 
The actual values were determined from the experimental runs, and the predicted values were 
calculated from the presented models (Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3)). The R-squared and adjusted R-
squared of the regression line for prediction of ozone conversion were found to be 0.9971 and 
0.9928, respectively. These values for toluene conversions were 0.9979 and 0.9947, respectively. 
The reasonable agreement between R-squared and adjusted R-squared and their high value (close 
to 1) indicated that the models were describing a valid compromise between the experimental 















Figure 4.3. 3D response surface plot of the predicted (a) ozone conversion (%) and (b) toluene conversion 





Figure 4.4.Contour plots of (a) ozone conversion (%) and (b) toluene conversion (%) as a 






       






All the characterization studies were performed on the optimum polyol catalyst as well as the 
impregnated catalyst named MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I, respectively. The physical and 
chemical characteristics of the samples are given in Table 4.4. It can be observed from the BET 
surface area and pore volume results that the method of preparation affects the textural properties 
of the catalysts. The MnOx/Al2O3-P showed higher specific surface area and pore volume than 
MnOx/Al2O3-I. Similar results were reported by Soni et al. [145] and Naeem et al. [159] on 
supported metallic catalyst prepared by polyol and impregnation methods. The catalysts with 
high surface area have a large contact area for the reactants, resulting in high reaction activity. 
 
Table 4.4.Physical and chemical parameters of the catalyst prepared by polyol and impregnation methods. 




Mn particle size a 
(nm) 
Mn dispersion b 
(%) 
Element contents 
(at. %) c 
 
Mn O Al 
MnOx/Al2O3-P 198 0.57 3.9 27.8 1.64 63.22 35.14 
MnOx/Al2O3-I 177 0.52 5.3 20.4 1.43 64.72 33.85 
a determined from TEM. 
b calculated from eq. 4.1. 
c determined by EDX analysis. 
 
 
The manganese content of the MnOx/Al2O3-P was measured by ICP-MS analysis to determine 
the actual loading of the catalyst. The results showed that the actual manganese content was 3.5 
wt% and it is below the nominal value (5 wt%). Therefore, loading efficiency of the polyol 
prepared catalyst is 70% which is a common observation based on the similar studies using 
acetate precursor for polyol process [139,147].  The counterpart sample with impregnation 
method then was prepared by setting the nominal loading to finally obtain approximately 3.5 
wt%; based on the fact that the actual loading of impregnation method in alumina supported Mn 
oxides catalyst is very close to the target loading [21,100,133].  
Figure 4.6 shows the TEM images, metal particle size distribution, and HAADF-STEM image 
and EDX maps of MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts. It can be observed that the size of 
the manganese particles of Mn/Al2O3-P is smaller than that of Mn/Al2O3-I catalyst and 
consequently higher dispersion of manganese clusters can be expected. The average manganese 
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nanoparticle is nearly 3.9 and 5.3 nm in Mn/Al2O3-P and Mn/Al2O3-I catalysts, respectively. The 
HAADF-EDX analysis was used to identify the chemical composition of the samples. It 
confirmed the presence of manganese, aluminum, and oxygen in the structure of the catalyst and 
the uniform distribution of all elements throughout the samples. According to the EDX results, 
the manganese content of polyol and impregnated samples were 4.1 wt% and 3.9 wt%, 
respectively, which are in agreement with the experimental conditions and the results obtained 









Figure 4.6.TEM images, particle size distribution, and HAADF-STEM image and EDX maps. (a) 
MnOx/Al2O3-P and (b) MnOx/Al2O3-I catalyst. 
 
 
Thermogravimetric analysis of the MnOx/Al2O3-P sample before calcination is presented in 
Figure 4.7. The sample was heated up to 1000 °C with a rate of 10°C/min and polyol catalyst 
weight loss was approximately 13%. Initially, the weight loss of almost 6 % occurred between 
30 and 200 °C due to the release of physically adsorbed water. Afterward, the next 6 % of weight 
loss happened in the range of 200 to 500 °C that can be attributed to the elimination of the 
organic compounds in the sample. In the last part, from 500 to 1000 °C, there was only about 1% 
weight loss, which is most probably due to the change in oxidation states of the catalyst. As 




[25,160]. In this work, the catalysts were calcined at 475 °C and based on the TGA results; this 
temperature is enough for removing all the contaminations and adsorbed water [141,149]. 
 
Figure 4.7..Weight loss during thermogravimetric analysis for MnOx/Al2O3-P catalyst. 
 
The TPR results are shown in Figure 4.8. For MnOx/Al2O3-I catalyst, a two-step reduction 
process was observed. The first peak that was attributed to reduction of MnO2 to Mn2O3 and 
further to Mn3O4 occurred at 322 °C [64,126,161]. The second peak at 502 °C is related to 
reduction of Mn3O4  phase to MnO. The MnOx/Al2O3-P catalyst showed only a single peak for 
reduction of Mn3O4  to MnO, which was shifted to a higher temperature compared to 
MnOx/Al2O3-I catalyst. The TPR patterns are greatly influenced by the oxidation state of the 
catalyst [162]. Therefore, the results indicated that the primary manganese species in 
MnOx/Al2O3-P consists of Mn3O4, whereas in MnOx/Al2O3-I a combination of MnO2, Mn2O3, 
and Mn3O4 was observed. The XRD patterns of MnOx/Al2O3-I, MnOx/Al2O3-P, and Al2O3 are 
shown in Figure 4.9. XRD can only detect the characteristic peaks of Al2O3 without any peaks 
corresponding to Mn oxides. This indicates that supported catalysts were highly dispersed. 
Rezaei et al. investigated the effect of different manganese precursors in ozonation of toluene 
[21]. They found that Mn acetate precursor shows no manganese oxides peaks in XRD, however, 





















Figure 4.8.TPR profile of the MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I. 
 
 





XPS analyses were carried out to determine the surface elemental composition and oxidation 
states of manganese in the catalysts. Figure 4.10 shows the Mn 2p XPS spectra of MnOx/Al2O3-I 
and MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts which consist of two main peaks of spin-orbit couplet with Mn 2p1/2 
having a higher binding energy peak and Mn 2p3/2 with a lower binding energy peak. By 
deconvolution of Mn 2p spectra, the Mn 2p1/2 and Mn 2p3/2 can be separated into three 
characteristic peaks for both catalysts. The Mn 2p3/2  spectra give three peaks whose binding 
energies are located at 640.2–640.8 eV, 641.6–641.8 eV, and 643.2–643.6 eV, assigned to Mn2+, 
Mn3+, and Mn4+, respectively [163–166].  
The results demonstrate that surface of both MnOx/Al2O3-I and MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts 
contain mixed manganese phases. The surface compositions of manganese phases are shown in 
Figure 4.10 and the quantitative analysis results are comparable for both catalysts. It is important 
to note that,  Mn3+ was the dominant species on the surfaces of both catalysts, while 
MnOx/Al2O3-P contains a higher amount of Mn





Figure 4.10.Mn 2p region XPS spectra of MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts. 
 
Mn K-edge normalized XANES spectra of the MnOx/Al2O3-I and MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts as 
well as the pure reference materials (MnO, Mn3O4, Mn2O3, and MnO2) are shown in Figure 4.11. 
Overall, the spectra of both MnOx/Al2O3-I and MnOx/Al2O3-P were mixed spectra of the 
reference materials. However, both catalysts’ spectra are mainly similar to Mn3O4. At energies 
below 6550 eV, MnOx/Al2O3-I and MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts spectra were mixed spectra of 
Mn3O4 and Mn2O3. It can be observed that before the edge, the spectra of MnOx/Al2O3-P is 
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located at the left side of the MnOx/Al2O3-I suggesting that polyol catalyst is composed of more 
Mn3O4 and has lower oxidation states than the impregnated catalyst. Linear combination fitting 
of Mn K-edge XANES data was used to quantify the presence of different reference materials. 
Mn K-edge absorption energy (E0) of Mn3O4 and Mn2O3 reference materials were obtained as 
6546.88 and 6553.73 eV, respectively. In addition, absorption energy of Mn K-edge of the 
MnOx/Al2O3-I and MnOx/Al2O3-P were determined to be 6547.66 and 6547.42 eV, respectively, 
which are very close to Mn K-edge absorption energy of Mn3O4. It was found that for the 
MnOx/Al2O3-P sample, Mn3O4 was the dominant phase with 69 % abundance, followed by 32% 
Mn2O3. MnOx/Al2O3-I catalyst was in the form of 51 % Mn3O4, 47% Mn2O3, and 2 % MnO2. It 
should be noted that Mn3O4 is a mixture of Mn
3+ and Mn2+ oxidation states with Mn3+/Mn2+ 
abundance ratio of 2. Therefore, by comparing the results of XPS and XANES analyses, it can be 
concluded that Mn3+ is the dominant phase of manganese in both MnOx/Al2O3-I and 
MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts. However, MnOx/Al2O3-P had more Mn
+2 than MnOx/Al2O3-I, 
indicating that manganese in polyol catalyst has a lower oxidation state than that in the 
impregnated catalyst. It has been reported by Rezaei et al. that lower oxidation states of 
manganese are more desirable in ozone decomposition and toluene oxidation [30]. Similar 
results have been found by other researchers that catalysts with a lower oxidation state of 
manganese are more active in catalytic ozonation of VOCs [103,113]. Due to the preparation 
procedure of polyol method, higher dispersion of catalysts can be obtained. As dispersion of 
manganese atoms increases, the oxidation state of manganese decreases [30]. Ozone 
decomposition is an essential step for catalytic ozonation reaction. It produced the atomic oxygen 
that reacts with VOCs. When the oxidation state of manganese decreases, the mobility of 
manganese atoms increases, facilitating their electron transfer to ozone. Therefore, better ozone 




Figure 4.11. XANES spectra of Mn K-edge of catalysts and reference materials. 
 
4.4.3. Catalytic ozonation of toluene  
Performance of the MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts were evaluated in the catalytic 
ozonation of toluene in air. The results of the toluene and ozone conversion with reaction time 
for the two catalysts are presented in Figure 4.12 (a) and (b). Experiments were repeated and 
standard errors for toluene and ozone conversion profiles were within ±5%. The Standard errors 
for CO2 and CO concentrations were within ±4 and ±5.5 ppm, respectively. 
After 120 min of reaction, ozone and toluene conversions for MnOx/Al2O3-P were 
approximately 58 and 80 %, respectively. MnOx/Al2O3-P exhibited higher toluene and ozone 
conversions than MnOx/Al2O3-I catalyst. It should be noted that MnOx/Al2O3-P effectively 
removed almost all of the toluene and ozone during the initial 30 min of the reaction and then 
started to be deactivated similar to the impregnated catalyst.  
Carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide were the main reaction products detected in the product 
stream. Figure 4.12 (c) shows the concentration of CO2 and CO in the exhaust stream during 
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catalytic ozonation of toluene using MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts. CO 
concentration using both catalysts were almost constant during the reaction. In the case of CO2, 
the concentration increased at the beginning of the reaction for both catalysts and after reaching a 
maximum at around 40 to 60 min of reaction, started to gradually drop due to accumulation of 
reaction byproducts that lead to catalyst deactivation. Higher selectivity towards CO2 in the 
polyol catalyst and the higher amount for total COx production can be attributed to its higher 
conversion compared to the impregnated catalyst. The trend for COx concentrations and the 
activity decline have been also reported by other researchers for oxidation of toluene and other 
VOCs [29,79,100,126,167]. 
Catalytic ozonation over pure γ-Al2O3 and Mn3O4 were conducted and the results are 
presented in Figure 4.12 (d). The toluene and ozone conversions were remarkably lower than 
MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts. These observations confirm the importance of Mn sites on the alumina for 
catalytic ozonation of toluene. It also suggests that alumina is not inert in the reaction with 
toluene. Table 4.5 summarizes conversions, reaction rates of toluene and ozone, COx yields, and 














Figure 4.12.Catalytic ozonation of toluene at 25 °C, (a) toluene conversion ,(b) ozone conversion, and (c) 
CO and CO2 concentrations using MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts ; (d) toluene and ozone 
conversions using γ-Al2O3 and Mn3O4, [O3] = 1000 ppm, [toluene 
 
 
Table 4.5.Conversion, reaction rate, COx yield, and carbon balance of toluene removal in gas phase 








(× 105 mol min−1 g−1) 
Ozone decomposition 
rate 




balance (%)  
MnOx/Al2O3-P 79.8 60.2 1.96 1.34 34.3 95.6 
MnOx/Al2O3-I 69.3 49.1 1.70 1.10 32.1 88.1 
a 
Calculated based on 100 × ([CO] + [CO2])/(7× [Toluene, reacted]). 
 
 
In-situ DRIFTS spectroscopy was conducted to investigate the formation of reaction 
byproducts on the surface of the catalysts during the reaction. Figure 4.13 shows in-situ DRIFTS 
spectra of MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts during catalytic ozonation of toluene. In 
the process, first toluene is adsorbed on the catalyst, which can be confirmed by formation of 
characteristic band assigned to aromatic ring stretching at 1,496 cm-1 and another peak at around 
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1,580-1,604 cm-1 attributed to the overlap of aromatic ring stretching and COO− stretching of 
carboxylates [126,168,169]. By introducing ozone to the system after catalyst saturation, several 
new peaks appear. The peaks assignable to C‒H asymmetric deformation vibration (1,426-1,427 
cm-1), COO- asymmetric stretching vibration (1,436-1,438 cm-1), and C=O stretching (1,728-
1,780 cm-1) were noticed instantly. The intensities of these bands gradually increase as the 
reaction proceeds. The broad band from 2,400 to 3,650 cm-1 is attributed to the overlap of OH 
stretching of alcohols, carboxylic acids, and water. Similar observations have been reported for 
ozonation of several VOCs over MnOx/Al2O3 [79,100,103,170]. Although some differences in 
the intensity of the peaks are observed for the MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts, the 
characteristics band and wavenumbers for both samples were similar, indicating that both 












Figure 4.13.In-situ DRIFTS spectra of the catalytic ozonation of toluene at 25 °C (a) MnOx/Al2O3-P and 






4.4.4. Temperature-programmed analyses of spent catalysts and byproduct identification  
The main reaction products for this reaction are CO2 and CO. Temperature-programmed 
analyses, as well as byproduct identification using GC-MS, were carried out to identify the 
accumulated byproducts that lead to catalyst deactivation in catalytic ozonation of toluene using 
MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts. (Details of this section have been presented in 
Supplementary Material) 
TPD and TPO experiments were conducted on the catalysts that had been used for ozonation of 
toluene for 120 min. TPD of the spent catalysts was conducted under flow of nitrogen and 
heating rate of 20 °C/min. The profiles of concentration for CO2 and CO in the exhaust stream 
during TPD of the spent catalysts are shown in Figure 4.14.  At the low temperature range (25-
350 ºC) in addition to CO and CO2, acetic acid, formic acid, and toluene were detected. At higher 
temperature region (550-850 °C), toluene along with benzene and methane were detected. COx 
formation at all temperatures in TPD can be ascribed to desorption of adsorbed COx and 
oxidation of adsorbed carbon deposits by lattice oxygen on the surface of the catalyst [171]. Two 
peaks were observed for the evolution of CO2 and CO. The peaks at low temperatures 
corresponded to desorption of CO2 and CO which were formed during the reaction and the peaks 
at higher temperatures were assigned to oxidation of adsorbed intermediate products such as 
carboxylates. Detection of toluene at lower temperature can be attributed to its desorption. 
However, at higher temperature region (550-850 °C), the presence of toluene along with benzene 
and methane implies that they evolved from decomposition of larger surface carboxylate 
compounds and both samples released comparable amounts of these products. 
It can be observed that polyol catalyst released less CO and more CO2 than the impregnated 
catalyst during TPD analysis (Figure 4.14). For comparison, the lower intensity peak of CO at 
lower temperatures could be related to less CO that was produced using polyol catalyst in the 
reaction. The peak of CO2 formation by the polyol and impregnated samples occurred at 350 and 
400 °C, respectively. Since TPD tests were performed in the absence of oxygen, the formation of 
CO2 can be ascribed to oxidation of carbon deposits by lattice oxygen on the surface of the 
catalyst. This can suggest that oxidation activity of polyol catalyst was higher than impregnated 
catalyst. The surface oxygen species in the catalysts were responsible for surface oxidation of 
adsorbed toluene during TPD patterns. The profile of desorbed acetic acid and formic acid 
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during TPD are presented in Figure 4.15 for both used catalysts. It was observed that the signal 
related to formic acid and acetic acid were lower in the spent polyol catalyst than impregnated 
one, indicating that a higher amount of carbonaceous materials accumulated on the impregnated 
catalyst.  
 
Figure 4.14.Variation of CO and CO2 concentrations during TPD analysis of the spent MnOx/Al2O3-P and 





Figure 4.15.TPD profiles of desorption of intermediate from the spent MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I 
catalysts. 
 
TPO of the spent catalysts was carried out under flow of oxygen-nitrogen mixture (20-80 v%) 
and heating rate of 10 °C/min. Figure 4.16 depicts the variations of CO and CO2 concentration 
during TPO analysis. Two peaks were detected for COx elution during TPO analysis. The low 
temperature (below 180 °C) peak corresponded to the oxidation of weakly bound surface 
byproducts on the catalyst which are identified as acetic acid, formic acid, and toluene (based on 
TPD analysis). The other peak at higher temperature (280-420 °C) was attributed to the oxidation 
of strongly bound byproducts such as benzene and toluene. These species require higher 
temperatures for complete decomposition. The ratio of CO to CO2 decreases with increasing 
temperature due to the nature of different adsorbed species and oxidation of CO to CO2 at high 
temperatures [172]. Most of CO2 is produced in the range of 280-420 °C, with maximum of 
approximately 3,300 ppm in both polyol and impregnated catalysts. In addition, the peak of CO 
reached a maximum concentration of 613 ppm in polyol catalyst at 100 °C, whereas in 
impregnated catalyst it reached to 554 ppm at 340 °C. This implies that strongly bound 






Figure 4.16.Variation of CO and CO2 concentrations during TPO analysis of the spent MnOx/Al2O3-P and 
MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts. 
 
In TPO analysis, acetic acid, formic acid, toluene, and benzene were detected. Similar to TPD 
analysis, the intensities of designated peaks for acetic acid and formic acid were much lower in 
polyol catalyst than impregnated catalysts (Figure 4.17). Therefore, TPO and TPD analyses 
identified the byproducts that were deposited on the surface of catalysts during the ozonation of 
toluene. These byproducts are qualitatively the same for the main components (CO and CO2), 





Figure 4.17.TPO profiles of desorption of intermediates from the spent MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I 
catalysts. 
     
The intermediate compounds on the spent MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts were 
extracted with dichloromethane and were analyzed with GC-MS. Several organic compounds 
such as oxalic acid, formic acid, acetic acid, ethanol, benzaldehyde, benzyle alcohol, and benzoic 
acid were found in both samples. However, by comparing the detected spectrum from the two 
catalysts; some intermediates such as benzaldehyde and benzoic acid appeared in higher intensity 
in MnOx/Al2O3-I catalyst than MnOx/Al2O3-P catalyst. These are more complex and heavy 
intermediates. The intermediates are the consequence of incomplete reactions of free radicals and 
toluene. During the room temperature operation, these components gradually block the active 
sites of the catalyst, leading to catalyst deactivation [21,76].  
According to the presented results, polyol and impregnation methods lead to production of 
different structures in the catalyst. The impregnation method is relatively simple for the 
preparation of supported catalysts but there is no control over the structure and morphology of 
the particles. Whereas the polyol process involves a redox reaction that makes it easier to control 
metal particle size and morphology. The catalyst prepared by polyol process has smaller 
manganese particle size, higher surface area, and lower oxidation states than the catalyst 
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prepared by impregnation method. These parameters impact the activity of catalyst in ozonation 
of VOCs. Reed et al. stated that in the first step of ozone decomposition on the Mn sites, two 
electrons are transferred from Mn to ozone.  Mn oxides with lower oxidation states facilitate the 
oxygen species delivery in the reaction [113]. During the catalytic ozonation, the VOCs and 
intermediate compounds migrate from support to metal sites. As crystallite size decreased and 
dispersion of manganese increased, the manganese atoms became more accessible for the 
transfer of VOCs from support to manganese [75,113].  
 
 
4.4.5. Possible reaction mechanism of toluene ozonation 
In the catalytic ozonation process, ozone is decomposed on the surface of the catalysts to 
produce atomic oxygen and peroxide species (Eqs. (4.4)-(4.6)) [21,100,113,173]. 
𝑂3+ 
* → 𝑂2 + 𝑂
∗                                                                                                                   (4.4) 
𝑂3 + 𝑂 
* → 𝑂2 + 𝑂2
∗                                                                                                               (4.5) 
𝑂2
∗  → 𝑂2 + 
*                                                                                                                                      (4.6) 
where * refers to the active sites. According to breakthrough curves of toluene adsorption over 
pure Mn3O4, Mn2O3, γ-Al2O3, and MnOx/γ-Al2O3 catalysts, the breakthrough time for Mn3O4 and 
Mn2O3 were shorter (less than 5 min) compared to γ-Al2O3 (40 min) and MnOx/γ-Al2O3 catalyst 
(30 min). It can be deducted that toluene is mainly adsorbed on γ-Al2O3 sites of the MnOx/γ-
Al2O3 catalyst. It has been reported that alumina not only participates in the process of 
adsorption of toluene but also it plays a role in the interaction between toluene and atomic 
oxygen species to produce surface carboxylate intermediates [100]. Meanwhile, the interaction 
of toluene with metal oxides has been stated to occur via abstraction of H atoms from the methyl 
group and reaction with oxygen species. Several intermediate species such as benzyl alcohol, 
benzaldehyde, and benzoic acid can be produced that are further oxidized to carbon oxides 
[12,126,174]. To further oxidize surface carboxylates, Mn sites are essential for continuing the 
oxidation of generated intermediate species [100]. 
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It has been suggested that alumina is not an inert support in ozonation of VOCs [79,100]. It was 
proposed that alumina acts as a reservoir for adsorbed toluene, and it also interacts with toluene 
to create surface carboxylate intermediates [79]. As explained in section 4.4.4, polyol catalyst 
produces less heavy reaction intermediates than the impregnated catalyst.  Byproducts such as 
acetic acid and formic acid are generated more in the reaction on the impregnated catalyst 
leading to lower activity of the catalyst. 
 
4.5.  Conclusions 
MnOx/Al2O3 catalyst was prepared using polyol process and the synthesis temperature and 
time were optimized for oxidation of toluene using ozone.  Removal of toluene was studied in 
the catalytic ozonation reaction using 16 designed catalysts prepared with varying temperature 
and time during catalyst preparation in polyol process. Application of the optimum polyol 
catalyst in room temperature catalytic ozonation resulted in toluene conversion as high as 80 %. 
The polyol catalyst was compared with the impregnated catalyst in terms of their performance 
and properties. MnOx/Al2O3-P exhibited superior toluene conversion and ozone decomposition 
than the impregnated catalyst. The higher activity of the catalyst can be attributed to its 
properties. It was observed that manganese cluster size in polyol catalyst is smaller than that of 
impregnated catalyst resulting in higher dispersion of manganese particles. Moreover, polyol 
process led to enhanced surface area and pore volume of the catalyst. XPS and XANES analyses 
showed that Mn3+ is the dominant phase of manganese in both polyol and impregnation catalysts. 
However, manganese in polyol catalyst has lower oxidation state than impregnated catalyst. 
Byproducts intermediates in the reaction are generated more in impregnated catalyst that reduce 
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Contribution of this chapter to the overall Ph.D. Research 
This chapter covers the third phase of the research, which is “determining the effect of 
calcination temperature on the structural properties and - activity of the catalysts”. In this section, 
acetone and toluene in single component and binary mixtures were oxidized using catalysts 
prepared by two different methods and calcined at various temperatures. The impact of different 
ratios of acetone and toluene in the mixture was investigated using the best catalysts. In addition, 
XANES and EXAFS analysis provided on fresh and spent catalyst to determine the difference in 




Series of MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts were synthesized by polyol and dry impregnation methods 
and calcined in the range of 400-800 ºC. The impacts of preparation procedure and calcination 
temperature were investigated to enhance the catalytic degradation of a single component and 
binary mixtures of acetone and toluene at room temperature. Polyol method produces catalysts 
with higher surface area, smaller cluster size, and lower oxidation state than the impregnation 
method. The results indicated that the oxidation state of manganese shifted to lower values by 
increasing the calcination temperature which had a beneficial influence on the catalytic 
performance.  As calcination temperature rises to 800 ºC, the catalyst exhibited excellent 
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catalytic activity in acetone degradation while no significant change was observed in degradation 
of toluene. In the binary mixture, the oxidation behaviors were different from the single 
component system. The toluene conversion was promoted whereas the acetone conversion was 
inhibited. The XANES and EXAFS results of the spent catalysts showed that, unlike acetone, 
toluene altered the local structure of manganese oxides during the reaction. The catalyst was 
susceptible for the reduction process with toluene due to accumulation of carbonaceous species 
resulting from incomplete oxidation of toluene. 
5.2. Introduction 
VOCs are common chemical pollutants in indoor air released predominantly from human 
activities and household items such as adhesives, paints, printers, and building materials. VOCs 
in the environment are considered serious health concerns [175,176]. Catalytic ozonation is an 
effective technique for removal of VOCs in indoor air. Compared to the catalytic oxidation 
process, in catalytic ozonation, apparent activation energy decreases considerably and catalytic 
reaction proceeds at low temperatures [14]. Manganese based catalysts have shown superior 
activity for ozonation of VOCs and are among the most active metals in transition metal series 
[14,17,77,86]. Increased attention towards manganese-based catalysts is due to their activity in 
ozone decomposition, their redox properties, and being cheaper than the precious metals 
[30,177]. Alumina supported manganese oxides have been reported to exhibit the highest activity 
in the oxidation of VOCs [14,178,179].  
One of the challenges in the catalytic ozonation process is performing the reaction at room 
temperature. Catalyst deactivation and accumulation of byproducts on the surface of the catalyst 
are inevitable in this process [30,180]. Therefore, it is important to enhance the catalyst's activity 
and stability to reduce catalyst deactivation at room temperature. The catalytic activity can be 
improved by altering properties such as metal oxidation state, cluster size, surface area, and 
dispersion [81,181,182]. The preparation method and calcination temperature have been reported 
to be significant parameters affecting the structural properties of the catalysts [93,95,182,183]. 
Einaga et al. [27] investigated the impact of the preparation procedure of unsupported manganese 
oxides catalysts on their properties. They further calcined the obtained catalysts at different 
temperatures and used them for ozonation of benzene. They found that benzene oxidation rate 
was dependent on the catalyst’s surface area and relatively independent of preparation method or 
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calcination temperature. In another research, a strong influence of calcination temperature of 
Mn/SiO2 on benzene oxidation has been reported [25]. They indicated that manganese oxides 
phase in Mn/SiO2 catalyst is a mixture of Mn2O3 and MnO2 at lower calcination temperature. 
The MnO2 at higher calcination temperature transformed to Mn2O3. The formation of Mn2O3 was 
responsible for its higher activity in benzene oxidation. Lu et al. [140] synthesized CuO/CeO2 
catalysts by polyol process and impregnation methods, calcined them at 300, 500, and 700 °C, 
and used them in oxidation of CO. Polyol catalysts showed greater CO removal activity in their 
study. They found that catalyst calcined at 500 °C had greater removal efficiency compared to 
those calcined at 300 °C and 700 °C. They also reported that crystalline size increased when the 
calcination temperature exceeded 600 °C which also affected the crystal phase and eventually 
impacted the catalyst activity. 
In this paper, MnOx/Al2O3  catalysts were synthesized using polyol and dry impregnation 
methods and calcined at different temperatures for catalytic ozonation of acetone and toluene. 
Among VOCs, toluene and acetone were chosen as model compounds due to their abundance in 
the indoor environment and their different chemical structures [184–186] Acetone and toluene 
are common solvents in the pharmaceutical industry [187]. The catalytic ozonation of acetone 
and toluene as a single compound over various catalysts has been widely studied in the literature 
[12,79,113,126]. However, few reports are available on catalytic ozonation of mixture systems 
over a range of concentrations. The objective of this study is to investigate the ozonation of 
single acetone and toluene and their mixture with different acetone/toluene concentrations at 
room temperature. The catalysts were analyzed by Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area 
measurement, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-angle annular dark-field and 
scanning transmission electron microscope (HAADF-STEM) mapping, X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES), extended X-ray absorption 
fine structure (EXAFS) and In-situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy 
(DRIFTS) analysis. To better understand the comparison of these two VOCs in the reaction, the 





5.3.  Experimental 
5.3.1. Catalytic activity tests 
The catalytic ozonation reactions at room temperature were conducted in a Pyrex tubular glass 
reactor, installed in an oven (Binder, FP 115) (Figure 5.1). An ozone generator (AZCO Industries 
LTD, HTU-500S) was utilized to produce ozone from pure oxygen stream (Praxair, 99.993%). 
The generated ozone was mixed with a stream of VOC(s)-nitrogen and nitrogen to produce 120 
and 1000 ppm of VOC(s) and ozone at the inlet of the reactor. Flow rates of VOC(s)-nitrogen 
and oxygen streams were set at 600 and 400 mL min-1 (STP), respectively. It should be 
mentioned that the total VOC(s) concentration in the inlet stream was 120 ppm for all catalytic 
ozonation experiments. Flow rates of the streams were set using three Brooks, SLA 5850 mass 
flow controllers. 0.2 g of powdered catalyst was used for each activity measurement. Catalysts 
were put between two pieces of glass wool and the rest of the reactor was filled with glass beads. 
The total flow rate at the inlet of the reactor was 1000 mL min-1 (STP) resulting in the weight 
hour space velocity (WHSV) of 300 L h-1 g-1. Before introducing ozone to the system, gas 
streams of VOC(s), nitrogen, and oxygen were passed over the catalyst bed until the catalyst 
became saturated and the outlet concentration of VOC(s) reached the inlet level (120 ppm). 
Then, the ozone generator was turned on and the ozonation reaction was started at 25°C. The 
exhaust stream was analyzed by a long-path gas cell (PIKE, volume 0.1 L, 2.4 m optical length, 
KBr window), coupled with a Nicolet iS50 FTIR spectrometer.  
The VOC and ozone conversions were calculated using Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), where 𝐶𝑖𝑛 and 













Figure 5.1. Schematic of the experimental setup for catalytic ozonation of toluene and acetone 
 
5.3.2. Preparation of MnOx/Al2O3-P   
MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts were synthesized using the polyol method. γ-Al2O3 (Alfa-Aesar) was 
used as support with particle sizes less than 0.208 mm. Based on our previous research, this 
catalyst size was chosen to eliminate transport resistances [98,102]. For the 5% nominal metal 
loading on the support, 0.45 g manganese (II) acetate tetrahydrate (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) was 
mixed with 0.10 g polyvynilpyrrolidone (PVP) (Sigma Aldrich, K30, molecular weight = 
40,000) and 36.4 mL ethylene glycol (EG) (Sigma Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%). 1.86 g γ-Al2O3 
was added, and the mixture was agitated with a magnetic stirrer overnight. Then, the mixture was 
heated under reflux to 160 ºC for almost 140 min using silicone oil bath.  Details of the synthesis 
procedure can be found in our previous work [188]. At the end of reduction time, the mixture 
was rapidly cooled to room temperature using an ice bath. The catalyst thus obtained was 
separated using a centrifuge, and subsequently washed several times with ethanol and deionized 
water to remove the organic phase [149,189]. ICP-MS analysis showed that the actual loading 
was 3.5 %. The catalyst was dried in an oven overnight and calcined at different temperatures of 
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400, 500, 600, 700, or 800 °C. The catalysts were denoted as MnOx/Al2O3-P-A (A refers to the 
calcination temperature (°C)). 
 
5.3.3. Preparation of MnOx/Al2O3-I 
MnOx/Al2O3-I with 3.5% manganese content was prepared by dry impregnation method with 
particle size less than 0.208 mm. γ-Al2O3 and manganese (II) acetate tetrahydrate were used as 
support and precursor, respectively. The synthesized catalysts were dried and calcined at the 
same conditions as MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts. Then, the catalyst was crushed and sieved to a final 
particle size of less than 0.208 mm. The catalysts were referred to as MnOx/Al2O3-I-A (A refers 
to the calcination temperature (°C)). 
 
5.3.4. Catalyst characterization 
The BET surface area and pore volume of the catalysts were measured by nitrogen adsorption 
using an ASAP 2020 instrument (Micromeritics). The catalysts were degassed for 2 h at 110 °C 
and 0.5 mm Hg before the surface area and pore volume measurements. TEM images were 
obtained using Jeol 2010F field emission gun (FEG) operated at 200 keV to estimate particle size 
and dispersion of active metal on the support. TEM instrument was coupled with HAADF and 
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy attachments to provide the catalyst's elemental 
composition and elemental mapping. Dispersion (D) of the supported catalyst was estimated 




                                                                                                                             (5.3) 
where M is molar mass of Mn (g mol-1); a is Mn atom surface area (m2); ρ is the density of Mn 
(g m-3); d is mean metal particle size (m); N is the Avogadro’s number. 
XPS analysis was performed using a Kratos (Manchester, UK) AXIS Supra system. The 
survey scan spectra were collected with a step size of 1 eV and a pass energy of 160 eV. High 
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resolution scans were conducted using 0.05 eV steps with a pass energy of 20 eV. The XPS 
analysis was performed using the CasaXPS program.  
XANES and EXAFS studies were carried out to obtain information about the oxidation states 
and local structure of the catalysts. XANES and EXAFS data were collected at the Mn K-edge in 
transmission mode at Hard X-ray Micro Analysis (HXMA) beamline at the Canadian Light 
Source. Catalysts were diluted with boron nitride (BN), ground, and pressed into thin disks. The 
prepared disks were protected by Kapton tape. During the XAFS analyses, the HXMA beamline 
was configured in its focus operation mode with Si(1 1 1) monochromator crystals and Rh 
mirrors as collimating and focusing mirrors in the X-ray beam path, respectively. Samples of the 
reference materials, including MnO (99% manganosite, Alfa Aesar), Mn3O4 (97% hausmannite, 
Sigma-Aldrich), Mn2O3(99% bixibyite, Sigma-Aldrich), and MnO2 (99.9% pyrolusite, Alfa 
Aesar), were also measured in transmission mode. Data processing was performed by ATHENA 
and ARTEMIS software [122,190].  
Fourier transforms were performed in k space from 3 Å-1 to accordingly terminated at 12 Å-1. 
EXAFS fittings were conducted in R space from 1 to 3.5 Å. Coordination numbers (CNs) were 
fixed based on the crystallography data for the two reference materials of Mn3O4 and Mn2O3 to 
determine amplitude reduction factor (𝑆𝑜
2). The obtained 𝑆𝑜
2 value was used as a fixed 
parameter in EXAFS analysis of the catalysts to estimate the coordination numbers. 
TPO analysis was performed on the selected catalysts in a modified experimental setup 
presented in detail elsewhere [79]. Briefly, the reaction was performed in a reaction chamber 
(Harrick, HVC-DRM-5) equipped with a temperature controller that allows operation up to 900 
ºC. Inlet gas flow rate and catalyst weight were set to 250 mL min-1 and 50 mg to reach WHSV 
at 300 L h-1 g-1. The spent catalyst was purged with nitrogen flow after the reaction for 10 min 
and then heated to 745 °C at 10 ºC min-1 under a 250 mL min-1 atmospheric flow of oxygen-
nitrogen (20–80 v%).  
In-situ DRIFTS experiments were performed in a reaction chamber (Harrick, HVC-DRM-5) 
equipped with ZnSe windows. The reaction chamber was coupled with the DRIFTS accessory 
which was placed in the FTIR spectrometer. To avoid the saturation of the MCT-A detector, data 
were collected at a resolution of 4 cm−1 in the range of 3900–1300 cm−1. 
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5.4.  Results and discussion 
5.4.1. Catalyst characterization 
The physical characteristics of the selected samples are given in Table 5.1. It shows that the 
method of synthesis and calcination temperature affect the catalysts’ structural properties.  The 
MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts had higher specific surface area and pore volume and smaller Mn 
cluster sizes than MnOx/Al2O3-I. With an increase in calcination temperature, surface area 
decreases due to metal particle size growth that can lead to pore blockage. The average Mn 
cluster sizes of the samples obtained from TEM images are given in Table 5.1. An increase in 
Mn cluster size was observed in the catalysts calcined at 800 °C compared to 500 °C samples. 
The results were consistent with the literature that the increase of calcination temperature 
corresponds to a decrease in BET specific surface area and an increase in metal cluster size 
[140,191,192].  
 
Table 5.1.Physical and chemical parameters of the catalysts. 
Catalyst BET surface 
area (m2 g-1) 
Pore volume 
(cm3 g-1) 
Mn particle size a 
(nm) 
Mn dispersion b 
(%) 
 
MnOx/Al2O3-P-500 203 0.58 4.1 26.4  
MnOx/Al2O3-I-500 184 0.54 5.4 20.1  
MnOx/Al2O3-P-800 187 0.57 6.2 17.5  
MnOx/Al2O3-I-800 176 0.51 7.0 15.5  
a average value determined from TEM. 
 b calculated from Eq. 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the TEM images, metal particle size distribution, and HAADF-EDX 
analysis of the four selected catalysts. The size of the Mn particles of Mn/Al2O3-P is smaller than 
that of Mn/Al2O3-I catalysts and consequently higher dispersion of Mn particles can be expected. 
The trend shows an increase in Mn particle size with an increase in calcination temperature. The 
dispersion of Mn clusters was calculated from the particle size of the TEM analysis using Eq. 
(5.3) and presented in Table 5.1. The HAADF-EDX analysis was used to identify the chemical 
composition of the samples. It confirmed the presence of Mn, Al, and O and the uniform 
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distribution of all elements throughout all samples. TEM images show that Mn nanoparticles in 


























XPS analysis was conducted to investigate the state of Mn on the surface of the catalyst. 
Figure 5.3 shows the high-resolution Mn 2p spectra of the catalysts. The Mn 2p3/2 spectra of the 
samples decomposed into three characteristic peaks corresponding to Mn 2+, Mn 3+, and Mn 4+ 
species at binding energies of 640.2-640.5 eV, 641.6-641.9 eV, and 643.3-644.0 eV, respectively 
[163,165,193,194]. In the MnOx/Al2O3-P-800 and MnOx/Al2O3-I-800 samples, the Mn 2p3/2 peak 
shows the presence of a shake-up satellite peak. This shoulder around binding energy of 646.3 
eV was attributed to the satellite peak of MnO [163,165,194,195]. The results indicated that Mn 
3+ is the dominant state of Mn in all catalysts. The amount of Mn 2+ species on the surface of 
polyol catalysts was higher than the impregnated ones. As calcination temperature increases, the 
metal oxide phase on the surface of the catalyst was reduced and the satellite peak of MnO 
appeared. These observations may suggest that the lower oxidation state of manganese on the 
surface of the catalyst can be correlated with the presence of oxygen vacancies which is essential 





Figure 5.3. XPS spectra of Mn 2p of the catalysts. 
 
Mn K-edge XANES spectra of the pure reference materials and all the catalysts were 
collected to investigate the manganese oxide phases of the catalysts (Figure 5.4 (a) and (b)). Mn 
K-edge XANES spectra of the samples with different preparation methods and calcination 
temperature were compared to the spectra of the reference materials. The samples show similar 
spectra to those of Mn3O4 and Mn2O3. Figure 5.4(b) illustrates that the edge jump of the XANES 
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spectra of the catalyst becomes more similar to that in Mn3O4 as the calcination temperature 
increases. Mn K-edge absorption energy (E0) of the samples was between 6547.50 and 6548.38 
eV, which were very close to Mn K-edge absorption energy of Mn3O4 (6547.00 eV). A gradual 
shift in absorption energy towards lower energy was observed as calcination temperature 
increased in both impregnated and polyol catalysts. Figure 5.4 (c) displays the progressive 
changing of edge jump and its dependency on calcination temperature, revealing change in the 
relative weight of Mn phases. Linear combination fitting was used to quantify the presence of 
each reference material. The results are presented in Table 5.2. 
 
 





Table 5.2. Composition of catalysts based on linear combination fitting of Mn K-edge XANES. 
Catalyst Mn3O4 (%) Mn2O3 (%) MnO2 (%) 
MnOx/Al2O3-P-400 57 36 7 
MnOx/Al2O3-P-500 67 33 - 
MnOx/Al2O3-P-600 83 17 - 
MnOx/Al2O3-P-700 94 6 - 
MnOx/Al2O3-P-800 100 - - 
MnOx/Al2O3-I-400 47 41 12 
MnOx/Al2O3-I-500 49 48 3 
MnOx/Al2O3-I-600 73 27 - 
MnOx/Al2O3-I-700 97 3 - 
MnOx/Al2O3-I-800 96 4 - 
 
 
The results in Table 5.2 indicated that Mn3O4 is the dominant form of manganese oxides in all 
catalysts and with an increase in the calcination temperature, the content of Mn3O4 species 
increased. Overall, the polyol catalysts are composed of more Mn3O4 and have lower averaged 
Mn oxidation states than impregnated catalysts. The polyol catalyst calcined at 800 °C consists 
of 100% Mn3O4. It should be pointed out that the catalysts with calcination temperatures of 700 
and 800 °C are mainly composed of Mn3O4 with a negligible amount of Mn2O3. 
It has been reported by Rezaei et al. that the lower oxidation states of manganese are more 
desirable in ozone decomposition and toluene oxidation [30]. Similar results have been reported 
by other researchers indicating that lower oxidation states of manganese are more active in 
degradation of  VOCs [103,113]. Kim et al. [162] have reported that the catalytic activity was in 
the order of  Mn3O4 >Mn2O3 >MnO2 for oxidation of VOCs, this was attributed to the oxygen 
mobility on the catalyst [162]. In ozone decomposition, which is a critical step in catalytic 
ozonation reaction, atomic oxygens are produced and react with VOCs. As oxidation state of 
manganese decreases, the mobility of manganese atoms increases, and electron transfer to ozone 




Figure 5.5. (a) Magnitude and (b) imaginary part of the Fourier transform of Mn K-edge EXAFS spectra, 
Experimental curves (solid lines), and fitting curves (dash lines). 
 
According to XANES results, the catalysts were mainly combinations of Mn3O4 and Mn2O3. 
Figure 5.5 shows the magnitude and imaginary part of the Fourier transform of Mn K-edge 
EXAFS spectra and the fitted models of the selected samples as well as Mn3O4 and Mn2O3. For 
the reference Mn2O3, two peaks appeared at 1.41 and 2.76 Å, assigned to the Mn‒O and Mn‒Mn 
bonds. For Mn3O4, the peak at 1.53 Å is ascribed to Mn‒O, while the peaks at 2.38 and 3.16 Å 
are related to Mn‒Mn bonds. The structures of Mn3O4 and Mn2O3 consist of two sites of Mn 
atoms of different Mn‒O coordination. The first site of the standard structure of Mn3O4 has 
octahedral and the second site has tetrahedral coordination of oxygen with Mn atoms with 
occupancy of 2:1, respectively. The first site has 4 oxygen bonds at 1.93 Å and 2 bonds at 2.28 
Å, while the second site has 4 oxygen bonds at 2.04 Å. The crystal structure of Mn2O3 has a site 
with occupancy of 75% which has 6 oxygen neighboring atoms: two oxygen bonds at 1.90 Å, 
two oxygen bonds at 1.98 Å, and another set of two oxygen bonds at 2.25 Å. The other site with 




reference samples and close atomic coordinates make the EXAFS fitting complicated. The 
averaging method was applied using the aggregate FEFF calculation to simplify the EXAFS 
analysis. Table 5.3 reports the EXAFS fitting results for Mn3O4 and Mn2O3 samples.  
 
Table 5.3. EXAFS fitting results for the Mn oxides reference materials. 













1.90 ± 0.03 
1.99 ± 0.03 
2.25 ± 0.03 
3.11 ± 0.03 
3.57 ± 0.02 
3.8 ± 3.4 
 
 
8.2 ± 3.3 



















1.93 ± 0.01 
2.04 ± 0.01 
2.28 ± 0.01 




3.3 ± 0.7 
 
 
5.2 ± 0.8 
 
 
9.9 ± 4.3 
4.3 ± 0.9 0.713 ± 
0.062 
1.9 
a CN: coordination number. 
b R: bond distance. 
c σ2: Debye–Waller factor. 
d ΔEo: change in energy scale. 
e The absolute percentage misfit between theory and data. 
 
 
Coordination numbers in the EXAFS analysis of reference materials were fixed based on the 
standard structures. Therefore, the 𝑆𝑜
2 value was determined to be approximately 0.71 for both 
Mn2O3 and Mn3O4. The obtained 𝑆𝑜
2 value was used for fitting of the catalysts and the results for 
EXAFS analysis of the polyol and impregnated catalysts are summarized in Tables 5.4 and 5.5, 
respectively. All values for R factors (Rf) were low (around 2% or less) for all EXAFS fittings, 
suggesting that the models have been fitted closely to the EXAFS data. 
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Table 5.4. EXAFS fitting results of the polyol catalysts. 






4.3 ± 0.9 
1.4 ± 1.1 
2.1 ± 0.9 
0.8 ± 0.7 
1.0 ± 1.0 
1.93 ± 0.02 
2.28 ± 0.02 
2.89 ± 0.04 
3.12 ± 0.04 
3.44 ± 0.04 
7.7 ± 2.2 
 
 
9.2 ± 1.0 







4.4 ± 0.9  
1.2 ± 0.98 
0.7 ± 1.1 
0.5 ± 0.3 
0.4 ± 0.5 
1.5 ± 1.3 
1.93 ± 0.01 
2.25 ± 0.01 
2.28 ± 0.01 
2.89 ± 0.03 
3.44 ±0.03 
3.79 ±0.03 
7.9 ± 2.6 
 
 
2.5 ± 0.8 
 
 






1.3 ± 1.2 
1.5 ±1.3 
1.1 ± 0.6 
2.5 ± 1.0 
0.9 ± 1.1 
1.93 ± 0.01 
2.04 ± 0.01 
2.89 ± 0.01 
3.12 ± 0.02 
3.44 ±0.02 
0.7 ± 0.2 
 
 
8.3 ± 0.6 
 







2.8 ± 1.4 
0.9 ±1.5 
0.8 ± 0.8 
0.9 ± 0.9 
2.3 ± 1.3 
0.5 ± 0.9 
1.93 ± 0.03 
2.04 ± 0.03 
2.28 ± 0.03 
2.89 ± 0.05 
3.12 ±0.05 
3.44 ±0.05 
6.1 ± 3.6 
 
 
9.6 ± 2.8 
 
 













1.4 ± 0.6 
1.9 ± 0.6 
1.1 ± 0.3 
2.4 ± 0.6 
3.8 ± 1.1 
1.5 ± 0.8 
1.93 ± 0.06 
2.04 ± 0.06 
2.28 ± 0.06 
2.89 ± 0.07 
3.12 ±0.06 
3.44 ±0.01 
1.6 ± 2.4 
 
 
7.4 ± 3.6 
 
 







Table 5.5. EXAFS fitting results of the impregnated catalysts. 




3.1 ± 0.4 
0.5 ± 0.4 
0.8 ± 0.7 
 1.93 ± 0.01 
2.89 ± 0.08 
3.11 ± 0.08 
3.9 ± 1.8 
5.0 ± 0.7 
5.0 ± 0.7 







2.8 ± 0.2 
0.2 ± 0.4 
0.1 ± 0.3 
0.7 ± 0.3 
1.3 ± 0.3 
3.7 ± 0.9 
 1.93 ± 0.01 
2.25 ± 0.01 
2.28 ± 0.01 
2.89 ± 0.08 
3.12 ±0.08 
3.79 ±0.09 
3.6 ± 0.7 
 
 
5.8 ± 2.8 
 
9.4 ± 4.1 






2.4 ± 0.8 
1.1 ± 0.7 
0.9 ± 0.4 
1.4 ± 0.5 
1.5 ± 0.6 
 1.93 ± 0.05 
2.04 ± 0.05 
2.28 ± 0.05 
2.89 ± 0.07 
3.12 ±0.07 
3.9 ± 2.9 
 
 
8.4 ± 3.2 
 







2.3 ± 0.5 
1.0 ± 0.3 
0.8 ± 0.4 
1.6 ± 0.5 
2.2 ± 0.7 
0.4 ± 0.6 
 1.93 ± 0.04 
2.04 ± 0.04 
2.28 ± 0.04 
2.88 ± 0.06 
3.12 ± 0.06 
3.44 ± 0.06 
4.4 ± 1.9 
 
 
10.0 ± 0.8 
 
 





2.8 ± 0.8 
0.2 ± 0.9 
1.1 ± 0.5 
2.6 ± 0.8 
 1.93 ± 0.03 
2.04 ± 0.03 
2.89 ± 0.07 
3.12 ± 0.07 
6.3 ± 2.3 
 
9.8 ± 3.2 
 
-2.4 ± 1.3  1.5 
 
 
As presented in Table 5.4, starting with MnOx/Al2O3-P-400 sample, the first coordination 
shell was fitted with 4.3 and 1.4 oxygen atoms at 1.93 and 2.28 Å corresponding to the molecular 
structure of Mn2O3. In the second shell, 2.1, 0.8, and 1.0 Mn atoms were found at 2.89, 3.12, and 
3.44 Å, which is a mixture of the second shell structure of Mn2O3 and Mn3O4. As calcination 
temperature rises, the average local environment of Mn changed, and based on the presented 
models, the structures became more similar to Mn3O4. The configurations of MnOx/Al2O3-P-700 
and MnOx/Al2O3-P-800 catalysts are very similar to the local structure of Mn3O4. The same trend 
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can be observed in the impregnated catalysts reported in Table 5.5. In some samples, a very 
broad and weak peak at the second shell demonstrated the reason for the low coordination 
numbers of Mn in the EXAFS fitting.  
The results acquired from EXAFS analyses support the XANES findings that the local 
structure and oxidation states of Mn change with calcination temperature. Higher calcination 
temperature leads to lower oxidation states of Mn which is an essential factor in the activity of 
the catalyst in the ozonation of VOCs.  
 
5.4.2. Catalyst activity 
The activities of the catalysts in catalytic ozonation of single acetone and toluene are shown in 
Figure 5.6. Toluene conversion was not seriously affected by variation in calcination 
temperature. However, acetone conversion increased when the calcination temperature was 
raised to 800 °C. An acetone conversion of 95% was achieved using MnOx-Al2O3-P-800 
catalyst. The acetone conversion was enhanced by about 33% when calcining the catalyst at 800 
°C compared to 400 °C. Polyol catalysts generally exhibited higher VOC and ozone conversion 
compared to the impregnated catalysts. In the case of toluene removal, the polyol catalyst 




Figure 5.6. Effect of calcination temperature on toluene, acetone and ozone conversions (%): (a,c) 
Impregnation, (b,d) polyol catalysts, Catalytic ozonation at 25 °C and 150 min of reaction, 0.2 g catalyst, 
[O3] = 1000 ppm, [VOC] = 120 ppm. 
 
Catalytic ozonation of mixtures of toluene and acetone were performed on selected catalysts. 
Figure 5.7 shows the VOCs and ozone conversions in the binary mixture reactions. The results 
indicated that in the binary mixture experiments, toluene conversion was remarkably higher than 
acetone conversion, while in single component reaction, conversion of toluene was less than 
acetone. It should be pointed out that MnOx-Al2O3-P-800 catalyst removed 100% of toluene 
during 150 min of reaction in a mixture of acetone/toluene 1:1 (Figure 5.7 (b)). Investigation on 
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the behavior of VOCs in a binary mixture with different concentrations of acetone and toluene 
was also conducted. Table 5.6 shows acetone, toluene, and ozone conversions in catalytic 
ozonation reaction at different acetone/toluene ratios. Regardless of the composition ratio of 
these two VOCs, toluene was removed better than acetone in a binary mixture. As the 
concentration of toluene was increased in the mixture, the conversions of VOCs and ozone 
dropped, although the conversion of toluene was consistently higher than acetone. The results 
suggest that toluene is more resistant to oxidation than acetone. The reason for better toluene 
removal in the mixture can be attributed to the inhibiting and promoting behaviors commonly 
observed in the catalytic oxidation reaction [102,187]. 
 
Figure 5.7. Conversions of acetone, toluene, and ozone in binary mixture, (a) MnOx-Al2O3-I-800, (b) 
MnOx-Al2O3-P-800, (c) MnOx-Al2O3-I-500, (d) MnOx-Al2O3-P-500, catalytic ozonation at 25 °C, [O3] = 
1000 ppm, [acetone] = 60 ppm, [toluene] = 60 ppm, 0.2 g catalyst. 
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Table 5.6. Conversions of acetone, toluene, and ozone in binary mixtures with different concentrations 
after 150 min of ozonation. 
 Acetone Toluene  Acetone Toluene  Acetone Toluene 
 30 ppm 90 ppm  60 ppm 60 ppm  90 ppm 30 ppm 
MnOx-Al2O3-P-800  
Toluene conversion (%) 92.6  100.0  99.8 
Acetone conversion (%) 77.1  82.9  93.6 
Ozone conversion (%) 46.8  71.2  76.5 
MnOx-Al2O3-I-800  
Toluene conversion (%) 90.3  92.7  97.8 
Acetone conversion (%) 72.5  74.1  89.1 
Ozone conversion (%) 40.4  58.4  75.9 
 
 
Using breakthrough curves of adsorption of VOCs in the mixture over the catalyst (Figure 
5.8), it was observed that acetone is adsorbed strongly on the catalyst in the absence of ozone. 
This means that acetone competes with toluene for the adsorption on the catalyst and compels 
the toluene molecules to be desorbed gradually. The competitive adsorption between acetone and 
toluene may justify the significant difference in the catalytic ozonation of their binary system 
[196]. Sabatier principle states “the interaction of catalyst and the substrate should be not too 
week that can not activate the reactant and not too strong to be able to dissociate the products” 
[197]. Aghbolaghy et al. attributed the higher conversion of toluene in the mixture to the lower 
apparent activation energy of toluene [102]. The other reason is the inhibitory effect on acetone 
removal due to the accumulation of carbonaceous materials that are created from incomplete 
oxidation of toluene. Bianchi et al. [185] noted that toluene degradation is more complicated than 
acetone. This was attributed to the presence of an aromatic ring in its structure that resulted in the 





Figure 5.8. Breakthrough curves of adsorption of toluene and acetone (1:1 mixture) on MnOx/Al2O3-I-
800. 
 
The main reaction products in the exhaust stream were CO and CO2. The CO/CO2 ratio 
decreased as calcination temperature increased and the values for polyol samples were slightly 
lower. In other words, polyol catalysts exhibited slightly higher selectivity towards CO2. A 
similar pattern was observed for both acetone and toluene reactions. Figure 5.9 shows COx 
composition using MnOx-Al2O3-I-800 and MnOx-Al2O3-P-800 catalysts for a single component 
and binary mixture reactions. The results demonstrated that toluene produces a higher amount of 
CO than acetone. As toluene concentration increased in the binary mixture, the CO concentration 
also increased. This can suggest that the oxidation of toluene is incomplete. TPO experiments on 
the spent catalyst indicated that the severe catalyst deactivation during the ozonation of toluene is 
mainly due to the accumulation of carbonaceous species. The formation of components such as 






Figure 5.9.COx fraction in the exhaust stream for (a) single component and (b) binary mixture after 150 
min of reaction using MnOx-Al2O3-I-800 and MnOx-Al2O3-P-800, catalytic ozonation at 25 °C, [O3] = 
1000 ppm, [VOC] = 120 ppm, 0.2 g catalyst. 
 
TPO runs were performed on the selected catalysts after acetone and toluene reaction with 
ozone. During TPO analysis of toluene, other than CO2 and CO, acetic and formic acids were 
also produced, however, these peaks did not appear for acetone. The amount of acetic acid and 
formic acid released from polyol catalysts were significantly lower than the impregnated 





generated less of these intermediate species. Accumulation of these carbonaceous species on the 
surface reduces the activity of the catalyst and eventually causes its deactivation. 
 
 
Figure 5.10.TPO profiles of desorption of (a) acetic acid and (b) formic acid from the spent catalysts in 




The greater number of intermediate products in the toluene ozonation reaction can be 
attributed to the structure of toluene that consists of seven carbon atoms compared to acetone 
with three carbon atoms. The more carbon atoms need more oxidation processes to convert 
toluene to COx and meanwhile, other carbonaceous compounds are produced.  
Long-term activity test was performed on catalytic ozonation of acetone using MnOx-Al2O3-
p-800 catalyst. The results of the conversions and COx concentrations are presented in Figure 
5.11. The regeneration characteristics of the catalysts were studied on the selected samples. The 
spent catalysts were heated to 400 ºC for 1 h in air to remove the intermediate products on the 
surface of the catalyst. The regenerated catalysts were used for a second catalytic ozonation test 
of toluene and acetone. The activity of the regenerated catalysts was more than 90% of the fresh 
catalysts. The results are shown in Figure 5.12.  
 
 
Figure 5.11.Long-term activity and COx concentration of MnOx-Al2O3-p-800, [O3] = 1000 ppm, [acetone] 









Figure 5.12.Catalytic ozonation of acetone and toluene using fresh (first round) and regenerated (second 






5.4.3. XANES and EXAFS study on the spent catalysts 
The spent catalysts were characterized by XANES and EXAFS to investigate the structural 
change that occurred on the catalysts after the reaction with acetone and toluene. For the sake of 
simplicity and consistency, “MnOx/Al2O3” will be substituted with the “Fresh” or “Spent” in the 
name of the samples in presented results of this section. The XANES and the Fourier transform 
of EXAFS spectra of Mn for the fresh and spent catalysts are shown in Figure 5.13 (a-c). The 
EXAFS results are in agreement with the XANES spectra suggesting that the structure of the 
catalysts is altered after reaction with toluene. Compared with the fresh catalysts, the XANES 
pattern of the spent catalysts in the toluene reaction is quite different, showing shifted white line 
and edge jump positions to lower energy indicating a reduction of Mn oxides. In contrast, the 
XANES spectra of the fresh and spent catalysts after reaction with acetone are similar. EXAFS 
spectra of the fresh and used catalysts over acetone ozonation are also very similar indicating 
that the manganese local structure of the catalysts remained unchanged.  
The Fourier transform of EXAFS spectra of the reference pure manganese oxides and Mn foil 
is shown in Figure 5.13 (c). The positions of the first and second coordination shells in the fresh 
catalysts are very close to Mn3O4. However, the spectra of the spent catalysts used in the reaction 
of toluene exhibited similarities to MnO and Mn0 (Mn foil). As calcination temperature 
increased, less distortion can be seen in the spent catalysts’ EXAFS spectra, and the first 
coordination shell of the samples calcined at 800 ºC is close to the fresh catalyst. 
As the XANES and EXAFS analysis on the fresh and spent catalysts indicated, the reduction 
of Mn oxides can be clearly observed in the spent catalysts that were used in ozonation of 
toluene. The spectra for toluene spent catalysts shifted to lower energy indicating a decrease in 




Figure 5.13.(a,b) XANES spectra of Mn K-edge; (c) Fourier transformed Mn K-edge EXAFS spectra for 
reference materials, fresh, and spent catalysts in ozonation of acetone and toluene. 
 
The difference in the behavior of the catalyst after reaction with these two types of VOCs can 
be attributed to more intermediate generation and byproduct accumulation that occurred in the 
reaction with toluene as discussed in the above sections. The spent catalysts after ozonation of 
toluene experience more byproduct accumulation that can be ascribed to the change in the 
structure of the catalysts. 
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5.4.4. Catalytic ozonation of toluene and acetone over MnOx/Al2O3 Catalysts  
The in-situ DRIFTS spectra were used to study the formation of byproducts during the 
reaction. The DRIFTS spectra during the adsorption (in the absence of ozone) and immediately 
after adding ozone in toluene and acetone reactions (1 min, 10 min, and 120 min) are shown in 
Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, respectively. The bands observed in the adsorption of acetone and 
toluene suggest that there is lower adsorption of toluene in the absence of ozone compared to 
acetone. A peak during the adsorption of toluene was observed at 1496 cm-1 that is related to the 
aromatic ring vibration [79,169]. Another weak peak appeared at 1602 cm-1 that can be attributed 
to COO– stretching of carboxylates. On the contrary, several bands at 1371, 1426, 1592, and 
1702 cm-1 were observed during adsorption of acetone. Among them, the band at 1586-1604 cm-1 
(COO– stretching of carboxylates) indicated that acetone was partially oxidized by the lattice 
oxygen and generated surface carboxylates.  
In the presence of ozone in the system, the intensity of the band at around 1586-1604 cm-1 
increased considerably, indicating partial oxidation of acetone and toluene to surface 
carboxylates. The other detected peaks at around 1420-1426, 1454, 1464, 1702-1780 were 
related to C–H asymmetric deformation vibration, aromatic ring stretching, C–H bending, and 
C=O stretching of ketones and carboxylic acids, respectively. The broad peak from 2400 to 3750 
cm−1 was related to the overlap of OH stretching of alcohols, carboxylic acids, and water. 
By comparing the DRIFTS spectra of the polyol and impregnated catalysts, it can be inferred 
that catalytic ozonation of these VOCs follows a similar mechanism. However, the relative 
intensity of the bands at 1702-1780 cm−1 was different among the catalysts. These peaks were 
stronger for impregnated catalysts that justify the result of TPO analysis regarding the higher 
number of intermediates produced in the reaction. The accumulation of these carboxylic acids 







Figure 5.14.In-situ DRIFTS spectra of catalysts during catalytic ozonation of toluene (a) MnOx-Al2O3-I-








Figure 5.15.In-situ DRIFTS spectra of catalysts during catalytic ozonation of acetone (a) MnOx-Al2O3-I-
800, (b) MnOx-Al2O3-P-800; 0.065 g catalyst; 25 ºC; [O3] = 1000 ppm, and [acetone] = 120 ppm. 
 
Although the intensity of the DRIFTS spectra among the studied catalyst is not the same, the 
identified functional groups suggest that the catalytic ozonation of acetone or toluene follow 
similar reaction pathways over the impregnated and polyol catalysts. The obtained results 
inculcate a proposed reaction pathway of acetone and toluene ozonation which is in agreement 





acetone and toluene ozonation over alumina supported Mn oxides. Oxygen species (O2−, O2
2−, 
O−) were produced from ozone decomposition [77,126]. However, it has been suggested that 
atomic oxygen (O2−) is involved in the oxidation of VOCs and the molecular oxygen species do 
not contribute to the reaction [199]. The VOC adsorbs on the surface. Alumina plays a role in the 
adsorption of  VOCs and also partially oxidizes them to generate surface carboxylate 
intermediates [79]. As demonstrated in the in-situ DRIFTS results, the surface carboxylates can 
be produced during the adsorption of the VOCs. However, their intensities increase substantially 
after introducing ozone to the reaction mixture. The generated atomic oxygens from ozone 
decomposition interacted with the surface carboxylates and formed the reaction intermediates, 
which further oxidized to generate the final products of the reaction. The synergy between MnOx 
and alumina is essential in this reaction. The adsorbed VOCs on the active sites and the atomic 
oxygen species resulting from ozone decomposition react on the surface of the catalyst. A 
promoted catalyst with higher oxygen mobility seems to facilitate the migration of adsorbed 
species between the metal oxide and support and eventually enhance the catalytic activity. 
 
 
Figure 5.16.The possible pathway of oxidation of acetone and toluene during catalytic reaction with 




As discussed above, the oxidation behavior of single acetone and toluene in the reaction with 
their binary mixture is quite different. The promotional and inhibitory oxidation behaviors of the 
components in binary VOC mixtures have been reported in the literature [102,131,200]. The 
main reason for this observation is ascribed to the competitive adsorption between the 
components [201]. This effect is related to the affinity of these VOCs for the surface sites of the 
catalyst. In the mixture, the competition is for occupying the active sites during the reaction. 
Toluene has more affinity to interact with radical oxygen species. As illustrated above, 
intermediate species were generated from the toluene reaction. These carbonaceous components 
occupy the active sites as well. causing the acetone conversion to drop. 
 
5.5.  Conclusion 
In this work, a series of MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts were prepared with polyol and impregnation 
methods and calcinated at different temperatures for use in catalytic ozonation of acetone and 
toluene. The calcination temperature and preparation method affect the properties of the catalysts 
such as cluster size, surface area, dispersion, and oxidation states of manganese species. When 
calcined at a higher temperature, manganese cluster size increased while the oxidation states of 
Mn oxides, surface area, and dispersion of the catalyst decreased. The catalysts calcined at 
higher temperatures showed better activity in the oxidation of acetone achieving about 95% 
conversion. Toluene conversion was not significantly influenced by calcination temperature. 
Compared with the catalysts obtained by impregnation method, polyol catalysts exhibited higher 
activity for both VOCs oxidation. In the binary mixtures, toluene and acetone exhibited 
promotional and inhibitory behaviors, respectively. A similar observation was obtained at 
different concentrations of acetone and toluene in the binary mixtures. It should be noted that 
when the ratio of toluene to acetone increased in the binary systems, the conversions dropped. 
Analysis of the spent catalysts showed that reaction with toluene alters the local structure of the 
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6.1.  Abstract 
The catalytic ozonation of acetone using MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts prepared by polyol and 
impregnation methods was investigated. The synthesized catalysts exhibited excellent catalytic 
activity at room temperature with conversions of around 95 %. Although many studies focus on 
catalytic processes to oxidize VOCs more efficiently, the mechanism behind this reaction is still 
unknown. The In-situ DRIFTS and activity results show that alumina not only acts as a support 
for MnOx, but it also involves in the reaction with acetone and creates surface carboxylate 
intermediates. MnOx sites are required for further oxidation of the generated intermediates to the 
final products. Therefore, Langmuir-Hinshelwood dual-site (LHd) mechanism was evaluated to 
demonstrate the reaction pathway. The kinetic data were expressed well by LHd model, 
indicating that both MnOx and Al2O3 sites are essential and involved in the reaction. The 
cooperation of these sites on the surface of the catalyst provides the adjacent attack and 
migration of intermediates and enables the dual-site mechanism. The reaction order, activation 
energy, and kinetic parameters were determined for both catalysts and confirmed that the model 
is physically meaningful. Other than LHd, common Langmuir-Hinshelwood single-site (LHs) 
and power law (PL) kinetic models were tested to describe the acetone ozonation process and 
kinetic mechanism. Although the models can describe the reaction kinetic adequately, the LHs 
did not properly fit the experimental data suggesting that more than a single site is involved in 
the reaction and PL model is unable to provide the mechanistic view for the reaction.  
 
6.2.  Introduction 
Catalytic ozonation can be effectively applied to oxidize volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
in air at ambient temperature. This technique has been developed to significantly lower the 
required temperature to destroy VOCs compared to the catalytic oxidation process [202]. Hence, 
catalytic ozonation has gained increasing research interest in recent years, and researchers 
dedicated great efforts to develop efficient catalysts for VOC degradation [25,77]. 
Supported manganese oxides are one of the most promising catalysts for the oxidation of 
different types of VOCs using catalytic ozonation technology [12,77,96,203]. In addition to the 
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metal in the structure of the catalyst, the type of support impacts the catalyst’s performance in 
this reaction. Among the metal oxide supports, alumina has been reported to exhibit the best 
performance in VOC degradation. Comparable studies of manganese oxide using various 
supports have been conducted by Chen et al. [14] for ozonation of chlorobenzene and by Rezaei 
et al. [21] for ozonation of toluene. Alumina-supported manganese oxides offer desirable 
properties such a redox ability, high surface area, and high surface adsorbed oxygen species [14]. 
Moreover, oxidation states of Mn is an important factor in improving the oxygen mobility and 
subsequently the catalytic activity [162,204]. Alumina promotes Mn to decompose to its lower 
oxidation state which is more favorable in catalytic oxidation of VOCs [21,29].  
Even though many studies have been performed on improving the catalytic ozonation 
technique, the mechanism behind this process still needs further investigation. Langmuir-
Hinshelwood single-site (LHs) mechanism was proposed by Reed et al. for catalytic ozonation of 
acetone using silica-supported manganese oxide catalysts [26]. Rezaie et al. investigated LHs 
mechanism on catalytic ozonation of toluene over alumina-supported manganese oxides [98]. In 
both studies, only manganese oxides were considered as the active sites which were involved in 
the final LH expression, and the role of the catalyst support was not considered in the 
mechanism. Reed et al. reported that TPD and Raman spectroscopy results revealed that the 
adsorbed acetones are all on the silica support sites due to the affinity of silica for acetone at low 
temperatures [100]. Therefore, in the proposed LH mechanism the role of support was 
considered as a reservoir for the adsorbed VOC intermediates, and it was assumed that the 
adsorbed species migrated to Mn sites for reaction. 
In a recent study by Aghbolaghy et al., It has been shown that the support in this reaction can 
contribute to the adsorption of VOCs on the surface of the catalyst, generation of the reaction 
intermediates, and migration of the adsorbed species on the catalyst surface, and the reaction 
between them [14]. The In-situ diffuse reflectance Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) and 
breakthrough curves of VOC adsorption over MnOx/Al2O3 and γ-Al2O3 results show that alumina 
not only acts as a reservoir for VOC and a support for higher dispersion of manganese oxide, but 
also it reacts with the VOCs in the presence of ozone and creates surface carboxylate 
intermediates. Manganese oxide sites are essential for further oxidation of the generated 
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intermediates. Therefore, the importance of support in the reaction pathway and determining the 
kinetic model has been overlooked in most of the kinetic studies so far. 
In this study, the main goal is to clarify the roles of the catalyst support and metal in the 
reaction pathway and determine the most suitable kinetic model for catalytic ozonation of 
acetone over MnOx/Al2O3 catalyst. Hu et al. proposed Langmuir-Hinshelwood dual-site (LHd) 
mechanism for catalytic ozonation of toluene using graphene-supported manganese oxides. They 
reported that the synergy between MnO2 and graphene sites which was proved by XPS analyses 
enabled the adjacent attack and eventually dual-site mechanism. Since the synthesized 
MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts render promising activity results in ozonation of acetone at room 
temperature, and the interaction of MnOx and Al2O3 match the dual-site mechanism model, the 
proposed LHd was used to express the kinetic data. Langmuir-Hinshelwood single-site (LHs) 
and power law (PL) models were also studied using the experimental data for comparison. 
Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters were determined as they provide more detail regarding 
the reaction pathway. 
 
6.3.  Experimental and data analysis 
6.3.1. Catalyst synthesis and characterization 
The MnOx/Al2O3 catalyst was prepared by impregnation and polyol methods. Manganese (II) 
acetate tetrahydrate (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) and γ-Al2O3 (Alfa-Aesar) were used as the precursor 
and support. The particle size of γ-Al2O3 was less than 0.208 mmm to eliminate transport 
resistances [64,102]. For preparation of catalyst using polyol method, manganese (II) acetate 
tetrahydrate was mixed with polyvynilpyrrolidone (PVP) (Sigma Aldrich, K30, molecular weight 
= 40,000) and ethylene glycol (EG) (Sigma Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%). γ-Al2O3 was added, and 
the mixture was agitated with a magnetic stirrer overnight. Then, the mixture was heated under 
reflux to 160 ºC for almost 140 min. Afterward, the mixture was rapidly cooled to room 
temperature using an ice bath. The catalyst was separated using a centrifuge and washed several 
times with ethanol and deionized water to remove the organic phase [149,189]. The catalyst was 
dried in an oven overnight and calcined in air at 800 ºC for 4 h. The catalyst was denoted as 
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MnOx/Al2O3-P (P denotes polyol). For the catalyst prepared by impregnation method 
(MnOx/Al2O3-I), γ-Al2O3 and the solution of manganese (II) acetate tetrahydrate were mixed. 
The synthesized catalyst was dried in the oven overnight and then calcined for 4 h at 800 °C. 
ICP-MS analysis confirmed the actual manganese loading of approximately 3.5 wt% in catalysts. 
The catalysts were examined using various characterization techniques as reported in our 
previous work. In this study, we reported the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and 
pore volume and X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) findings. BET measurements 
were conducted by nitrogen adsorption using an ASAP 2020 instrument (Micromeritics). 
XANES of Mn K-edge was collected at the HXMA beamline of the Canadian Light Source. 
Catalysts were diluted with boron nitride (BN), ground, and pressed to thin disks. The prepared 
disks were protected by Kapton tape. All measurements were carried out in transmission mode 
using straight ion chamber detectors filled with helium gas. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
(XPS) data were recorded using a Kratos (Manchester, UK) AXIS Supra system. The survey 
scan spectra were collected with a step size of 1 eV and a pass energy of 160 eV. Deconvolutions 
of the XPS spectra were performed using a CasaXPS® software. 
In-situ DRIFTS experiments were performed in a modified experimental setup explained in 
detail elsewhere [188]. The reaction was carried out in a reaction chamber (Harrick, HVC) 
equipped with ZnSe windows. The reaction chamber was coupled with the DRIFTS accessory 
which was placed in the FTIR spectrometer. To avoid the saturation of the MCT-A detector, data 
were collected at a resolution of 4 cm−1 in the range of 3,900–1,300 cm−1. 
 
6.3.2. Steady-state kinetic study 
The kinetic experimental data was collected in a Pyrex tubular glass reactor at atmospheric 
pressure which was installed in an oven (Binder, FP 115). An ozone generator (AZCO Industries 
LTD, HTU-500S) was used to generate ozone from oxygen (Praxair, 99.993%). The flow rates 
of the oxygen, acetone-nitrogen, and nitrogen (for dilution purposes) streams were set using 
three Brooks, SLA 5850 mass flow controllers. The inlet gas was fed into a tubular reactor 
loaded with approximately 40 mg of catalyst. The catalyst was diluted with silica carbide to 
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prevent gas phase channeling and temperature gradients along the catalyst bed. Silica carbide is 
inert in this reaction [98]. Catalysts were put between two pieces of glass wool and the reactor 
was filled with glass beads. The final catalysts’ particle size of 0.208 mm or less was selected, 
which did not exhibit mass transfer limitations for catalytic ozonation of acetone [98,102].  
Kinetic data were obtained at three different temperatures (40, 50, and 60 °C) since catalyst 
activity is not stable at temperatures below 40 °C. The total flow rate was set at 2,000 STP 
mL/min for all experiments with different acetone concentrations (100–300 ppm, i.e., 4.09–12.27 
×10-3 mol m-3) and fixed ozone concentration (1,150 ppm, i.e., 51.30 ×10-3 mol m-3). The acetone 
conversion (Xace) was calculated using Eq. (6.1), where 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑒,𝑖𝑛 and 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑒,𝑜𝑢𝑡 represent the 
concentrations of acetone in the inlet and outlet of the reactor, respectively. The steady-state 
reaction rate was calculated using Eq. (6.2), where race, 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑒,𝑖𝑛 , 𝑣, 𝑋𝑎𝑐𝑒, and 𝑊 are the steady-
state reaction rates of acetone, acetone feed concentration, total gas flow rate, steady-state 









                                                                                                                  (6.2) 
 
6.3.3. Kinetic models 
Three kinetic models and equations were developed to describe the kinetic data obtained from 
experiments of ozonation of acetone. The kinetics parameters for each model were initially 
calculated using Excel Solver and the final values were obtained using MATLAB R2010 by 
minimizing the sum of square of errors in the experimental and predicted reaction rate. 
 
6.1.1.1. Langmuir-Hinshelwood dual-site model 
The Langmuir-Hinshelwood dual-site model (LHd) was proposed by Hu et al. [101] on 
catalytic ozonation of toluene using MnO2/graphene. The first steps of ozone decomposition are 
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similar to the traditional LHs mechanism proposed by Reed et al. [26] . However, it was assumed 
that there are two active sites of MnO2 and graphene present in the reaction which should be 
considered in the kinetic model. Therefore, the final step of LHs model which is the reaction 
between adsorbed toluene and oxygen species on MnOx sites was eliminated, and instead, the 
reaction between the adsorbed toluene in graphene site with adjacent atomic oxygen species in 
MnO2 site was considered. The model expression was derived based on assumption that the last 
step in the mechanism can be considered the rate determining step for catalytic ozonation of 
VOCs. Step (4) is supposed to occur under equilibrium adsorption state and finally the pseudo 
steady-state hypothesis was considered to derive the final rate law equation. The proposed steps 
for ozonation of acetone over MnOx/Al2O3 are shown below [101]: 
 
Step (1): 𝑂3 + ∗ →  𝑂2 + 𝑂                                                                                                      (6.3)   
Step (2): 𝑂3 + 𝑂 ∗ →  𝑂2 + 𝑂2 ∗                                                                                              (6.4)   
Step (3): 𝑂2 ∗ →  𝑂2 + ∗                                                                                                           (6.5)   
Step (4): 𝐶3𝐻6𝑂 + ∎ ⇄ 𝐶3𝐻6𝑂∎                                                                                            (6.6)   
Step (5): 𝐶3𝐻6𝑂∎ +  𝑂 ∗ →  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠                                                                                   (6.7)  
  
The final equation model as derived by Hu et al. [101] for the LHd mechanism can be expressed 











                                                     (6.8) 
 
6.1.1.2. Langmuir-Hinshelwood single-site model 
The Langmuir-Hinshelwood single-site (LHs) mechanism was proposed by Reed et al. [26] 
for ozonation of acetone over MnOx/SiO2. The LHs consists of several steps of ozone 
decomposition (steps1-3) which include generation of atomic oxygen and peroxide species, 
followed by acetone adsorption (step 4), migration of the adsorbed acetone (step 5), and finally 
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reaction with atomic oxygen (step 6). The steps of LHs mechanism for ozonation of acetone 
using MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts describes as follow [26]:  
 
Step (1): 𝑂3 + ∗ →  𝑂2 + 𝑂 ∗                                                                                                     (6.9) 
Step (2): 𝑂3 + 𝑂 ∗→  𝑂2 + 𝑂2 ∗                                                                                               (6.10) 
Step (3): 𝑂2 ∗ →  𝑂2 + ∗                                                                                                           (6.11) 
Step (4):  𝐶3𝐻6𝑂 +  ∎  ⇄ 𝐶3𝐻6𝑂 ∎                                                                                         (6.12) 
Step (5): 𝐶3𝐻6𝑂∎ + ∗→  𝐶3𝐻6𝑂 ∗ + ∎                                                                                   (6.13) 
Step (6): 𝐶3𝐻6𝑂 ∗ + 𝑛𝑂 ∗→  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠                                                                                   (6.14) 
 
where ∗ represents a surface manganese site and ∎ represents a surface alumina site. The 
possible steps after step (6) are assumed to be insignificant for the kinetic study. The detailed 
derivation to obtain the equation to calculate the rate law is given by Reed et al. [26]. It was 
considered that the final step which is the reaction between the adsorbed intermediates is the 
slowest step for the catalytic ozonation of acetone. The final equation for LHs model is shown is 
Eq. (6.15) as if there is n oxygen atoms in step (5): 
 






                                                                                    (6.15) 
 
where 𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒  is acetone reaction rate, 𝐾𝑎 is equilibrium adsorption constant, 𝑘1 
′ and 𝑘2 
′ are reaction 
rate constants. Equilibrium adsorption constants and reaction rate constants were calculated 
using Van’t Hoff and Arrhenius equations, respectively. 





















                                                                                                                                    (6.18) 
 
6.1.1.3. Power law model 





                                                                                                                (6.19) 
where 𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒. is acetone reaction rate, 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑒. and 𝐶𝑎𝑧𝑜.are the concentration of acetone and ozone. α 
and β are orders of reaction with respect to acetone and ozone, respectively. 𝑘 is the reaction rate 
constant. Reaction rate data were fit to Eq. (6.19) by using nonlinear least-squares regression 
analysis. After the kinetic parameters were calculated for each temperature, Arrhenius equations 
were employed to determine the pre-exponential factor 𝐴 and apparent activation energy 𝐸𝑎. R is 
the universal gas constant and T is the reaction temperature in Kelvin. 






                                                                                                           (6.20) 
 
6.3.4. Model assessment 
The goodnesses of fit of the models are evaluated based on the coefficient of determination 
(R2), multiple correlation coefficients (𝜌2) and F value in Fisher’s F-test (FC) [98,205]. DF 
(degrees of freedom) is determined as the difference between the number of experimental data 
points and the number of fitting parameters.  


















The Sum of squared differences (SSQ) between experimental and calculated data was minimized 
to obtain the model parameters:  
𝑆𝑆𝑄 = ∑ (𝑟𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝑖 − 𝑟𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑖)
2
𝑖                                                                                       (6.23) 
 
Besides the statistical significance of the model, the physico-chemical tests as shown in Eqs. 
(6.24) and (6.25) are also conducted to ascertain the physical meaning of adsorption entropy and 
enthalpy [101,206,207]. Eq. (6.24) suggests that adsorption of a molecule on the surface results 
in loss of entropy and the amount of the entropy loss −∆𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑠
0  during adsorption cannot exceed 
the gas phase entropy 𝑆𝑔
0 and should also be higher than 41.9 J mol-1K-1. Loss of entropy and 
adsorption enthalpy ∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠
0  should be restrained as displayed in Eq. (6.25) which is an empirical 
rule. It states that when molecules are tightly bounded to the surface of the catalyst, it 
corresponds to a high negative value for −∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠
0  , the surface motion becomes limited, and the 




0                                                                                                             (6.24) 
−∆𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑠
0 ≤ 51.1 − 1.4∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠
0                                                                                                   (6.25) 
 
 
6.4.  Results and discussion 
6.4.1. Characterization of MnOx/Al2O3 
BET analysis determined the surface area of MnOx/Al2O3-I and MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts to be 
176 and 187 m2 g-1, respectively. XANES analysis indicated that Mn K-edge absorption energy 
(E0) of both MnOx/Al2O3-I and MnOx/Al2O3-P catalysts was 6547.5 eV, which was close to that 
of Mn3O4 (6547.00 eV). Linear combination fitting of the XANES spectra revealed that Mn3O4 is 
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the dominant manganese phase in both catalysts. Mn2O3 makes only 4% of total manganese 
phases in MnOx/Al2O3-I, and it is not present in MnOx/Al2O3-P. 
The XPS spectra of the catalysts are shown in Figure 6.1. The O 1s spectra can be 
deconvolved into three peaks, the peaks at 530.3-530.4 and 531.3-531.4 eV are assigned to 
lattice oxygen of manganese oxides and alumina, respectively. The peak in the range of 532.2 -
532.4 eV is attributed to chemisorbed oxygen [208–211]. The ratio of chemisorbed oxygen to 
total oxygen species on the catalyst surface is strongly correlated with the catalyst activity 
according to the literature. The chemisorbed oxygen is reported to be the most active form of 
oxygen and essential for oxidation reactions [126,212]. The percentages of chemisorbed oxygen 
to total oxygen over MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts are depicted in Figure 6.1. It 





Figure 6.1. O 1s XPS spectrum of (a) MnOx/Al2O3-P and (b) MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts. 
 
6.4.2. Kinetics of catalytic ozonation of acetone  
The two synthesized catalysts exhibited superior performance in the reaction of degradation 
of acetone. To find the temperature at which the reaction is stable, continuous experiments was 





started at room temperature and continuously monitored for 150 min at 25 °C. Then, the 
operating temperature was increased to 40, 55, and 70 °C and the reaction was monitored for 80 
min at each temperature without changing the catalyst or flow. The concentrations of acetone 




Figure 6.2. Acetone conversion as a function of reaction temperature over MnOx/Al2O3-P-800 and 
MnOx/Al2O3-P-800 catalysts. [O3] = 1150 ppm, [acetone] = 120 ppm, 0.2 g catalyst. 
 
To establish a low-conversion operation for kinetic study measurements, the lowest 
temperatures that the reaction is stable (40, 50, and 60 °C), and the highest possible gas flow rate 
for the existing experimental setup and relatively low catalyst weight were selected. In these 
reactions, the conversions of acetone changes from 5.1% to 26.2% and that of ozone from 2.3% 
to 23.7% as reaction temperature and the concentration of acetone changed accordingly. The 





Figure 6.3. Changes of reaction rates as the inlet concertation of acetone over (a) MnOx/Al2O3-P and (b) 
MnOx/Al2O3-I 
 
6.1.1.4. Langmuir-Hinshelwood dual-site model 
In the case of LHd mechanism, it is assumed that two active sites of manganese oxides and 
alumina exist that both play role in the reaction. As demonstrated in Eqs. (6.3) to (6.7), the first 
site (MnOx) is used for ozone decomposition and generation of atomic oxygen. Acetone 





atomic oxygen and adsorbed acetone on the MnOx and alumina sites react on the surface of the 
catalyst. By performing in-situ DRIFTS experiments over pure γ-Al2O3 and MnOx/Al2O3, it can 
be observed that alumina is not an inert support in this reaction, and it reacts with acetone and 
generate surface carboxylate intermediates. As Figure. 6.4 demonstrates, catalytic ozonation over 
pure γ-Al2O3 and MnOx/Al2O3 generated peaks around 1586 cm
-1 which are attributed to COO− 
stretching of carboxylates. The strong C=O stretching peak at 1700-1725 cm-1 appeared in 
MnOx/Al2O3, while a weak peak was detected for γ-Al2O3. This suggests that Mn sites are 
essential in this reaction for decomposing ozone molecules and oxidizing surface carboxylates. 
The catalytic activity test using 120 ppm acetone and 1150 ppm ozone at room temperature over 
0.2 g pure γ-Al2O3 resulted in acetone conversion of around 60 % in the first 5 minutes and it 
reached to 20% after 40 min of ozonation. The same amount of pure Mn3O4 lost its activity in 
the first 5 minutes of the reaction with the conversion of less than 10% after 40 min of reaction 
(Figure. 6.5). While using the MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts, the conversions were higher than 90%. The 
selection of the metal and support and their synergetic cooperation is very critical. Interaction of 
metal and support can facilitate the migration of the intermediate species among active sites and 
enable the reaction between them.  
 
Figure 6.4. In-situ DRIFTS spectra of catalytic ozonation of acetone at 60 min of reaction with 




Figure 6.5. Catalytic ozonation of acetone at 25 on γ-alumina, [O3] = 1150 ppm, [acetone] = 120 ppm, 0.2 
g catalyst. 
 
The reaction rate and equilibrium constants at each temperature as well as pre-exponential 
factors, activation energy, entropy, and enthalpy of acetone adsorption are listed in Table 6.1 for 
LHd model. Arrhenius and Van’t Hoff plots are depicted in Figure B.1 and Figure B.2. The pre-
exponential factor for step (1) is much larger than steps (2) and (3) related to ozone 
decompositions suggesting that this step is much faster. Similar results were obtained from the 
steps (1) and (2) of LHs mechanism of this work and the literature [98,101]. The low value of A 
for step (2) indicates that the amount of peroxide species on the surface are low and they are 
negligible compared to the fraction of active sites occupied by acetone. The rate constants of step 
(5) were lower than other steps in this mechanism indicating that this step is a slow step and rate-
determining. The activation energy for step (5) was calculated as 43.6 and 48.6 kJ mol-1 for 
MnOx/Al2O3-P and MnOx/Al2O3-I catalysts, respectively. The pre-exponential parameter of this 
step was found to be relatively high and it has been reported by Hu et al. that high activation 
energy of this step influences the impact of pre-exponential parameter and thus the rate constants 
for this step were very low [101]. The values of entropy and enthalpy of acetone adsorption for 
both catalysts are negative, indicating an exothermic process. The values of the adsorption 
enthalpy of acetone in this work are close to the reported value of (30.8-31.3 kJ mol-1) over 
CuCe based catalyst [213]. Therefore, the calculated physical parameters of the LHd model 




Table 6.1. Estimated kinetic parameters based on the Langmuir–Hinshelwood dual-site (LHd) model. 
Rate constant Temperature (°C) A (mol kg -1s-1) 
E (kJ mol-1) ∆H           
(kJ mol-1) 
∆S                
(J mol-1 K-1) 
 40 50 60     
MnOx-Al2O3-P-800        
k1 (7.68 ± 0.48) ×105 (13.80 ± 0.91) ×105 (32.74 ± 2.4) ×105 (2.11± 0.18) ×1016 62.68 ± 2.71 - - 
k2 2.46 ± 0.02 2.57 ± 0.01 2.85 ± 0.01 27.43 ± 3.04 6.30 ± 0.30 - - 
k3 1.10 ± 0.01 1.48 ± 0.01 1.73 ± 0.01 (2.07 ± 0.38) ×103  19.58 ± 0.54 - - 
k5 (7.28 ± 0.40) ×10-4 (12.02 ± 0.82) ×10-4 (19.9 0± 0.67) ×10-4 (1.37 ± 0.19) ×104 43.61 ± 0.30 - - 
Kace. 604.4 ± 9.2 416.6 ± 8.3 226.8 ± 6.1 - - -42.4 ± 0.5 -81.6 ± 1.8 
MnOx-Al2O3-I-800        
k1 (8.30 ± 0.61) ×105 (28.84 ± 4.85) ×105 (41.61 ± 5.32) ×105 (4.97 ± 2.36)×1017 70.22 ± 2.68 - - 
k2 2.96 ± 0.02 3.24 ± 0.02 3.43 ± 0.02 34.76 ± 21.12 6.40 ± 2.08 - - 
k3 1.23 ± 0.01 1.44 ± 0.01 2.01 ± 0.02 (41.07± 2.08)×102  21.19 ± 0.16 - - 
k5 (6.30 ± 0.37) ×10-4 (12.00 ± 0.78) ×10-4 ( 19.31± 0.81) ×10-4 (8.30± 1.7)×104  48.60 ± 0.71 - - 








6.1.2. Langmuir-Hinshelwood single-site model 
In LHs model, the mechanism consists of ozone decomposition, toluene adsorption, and the 
reaction with atomic oxygen as described in Eqs. (6.9) to (6.14). It has been assumed that further 
steps after step (6) are fast and are not controlling the kinetics of the process. As can be observed 
in the derived expression in Eq. (6.15), the active site of alumina is not considered in the final 
LHs model. The results of model fitting and estimated parameter values for the LHs model are 
summarized in Table 6.2. Arrhenius and Van’t Hoff plots are shown in Figures B.3 and B.4. The 
value of n in the LHs model was calculated to be 2. The first pre-exponential factor is 
significantly larger than the second one indicating that the first step is much faster. This is in 
agreement with the findings of Oyama et al. [26] and Rezaei et al. [98] that the first step in the 
mechanism is the fastest in the ozone decomposition cycle. The final step of the LHs mechanism 
which consists of the reaction between intermediates is believed to be a slow step in the reaction. 
The values for the entropy and enthalpy of acetone adsorption were calculated to be negative, 
inferring exothermic adsorption. 
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Table 6.2. Estimated kinetic parameters based on the Langmuir–Hinshelwood single-site (LHs) model. 
Rate constant Temperature (°C) A (mol kg -1s-1) E (kJ mol-1) ∆H (kJ mol-1) ∆S (J mol-1 K-1) 
 40 50 60     
MnOx-Al2O3-P-800        
k1 1.57 ± 0.01 2.83 ± 0.02 4.28 ± 0.04 (2.94 ± 0.16) ×107 43.52 ± 1.20 - - 
k2 (8.61 ± 0.58)×10-3 (9.83 ± 0.62) ×10-3 (12.28 ± 0.77) ×10-3 3.07 ± 0.5 15.31 ± 0.43 - - 
Kace. 38.78 ± 5.3 32.43 ± 3.8 28.98 ± 3.3 - - -12.61 ± 1.1 -10.10 ± 2.46 
MnOx-Al2O3-I-800        
k1 1.45 ± 0.01 2.89 ± 0.03 4.43 ± 0.04 (1.86 ± 0.08) ×108 48.49 ± 4.84   
k2 (9.82 ± 0.67)×10-3 (10.91 ± 0.83)×10-3 (14.27 ± 1.02)×10-3 4.67 ± 0.61 16.12 ± 0.17   










6.1.2.1. Power law model 
The results of the PL fitting are presented in Table 6.3. The high values of R2 (above 0.9) 
indicate that PL model is able to represent the reaction rate. The reaction orders (α and β) display 
the dependency of reaction rate on the concentration of acetone and ozone. The positive values 
for α and β demonstrate that an increase in the concentration of acetone or ozone enhances the 
reaction rate. The concentration of ozone has a greater impact on the reaction kinetics compared 
to acetone, corresponding well with previous studies [26,98,102]. Aghbolaghy et al. have 
reported reaction orders of 0.109 and 0.506 for acetone and ozone in catalytic ozonation  of 
acetone on MnOx/Al2O3 [102]. The obtained values for α and β over MnOx/SiO2 catalyst were 
reported to be 0.194 and 0.634 by Reed et al. [26].  
The apparent activation energy (Ea) was elevated from the slope of the linear relationship of 
ln k and 1/T as per Eq. (6.20). The Arrhenius plots based on PL model are shown in Figure B.5. 
The obtained values of apparent activation energy for MnOx/Al2O3-P-800 and MnOx/Al2O3-I-
800 are 34.1 and 38.7 kJ/mol, respectively. The lower apparent activation energy for 
MnOx/Al2O3-P-800 confirms the higher activity of the polyol catalyst, which is in agreement 
with the activity results. The calculated value of apparent activation energy for the impregnated 
catalyst is close to the value (40 kJ/mol) obtained by Aghbolaghy et al. [102] for catalytic 
ozonation of acetone over MnOx/Al2O3. The values of apparent activation energy for catalytic 
ozonation of acetone in this study were remarkably lower than that for catalytic oxidation of 
acetone [16,101,214]. 
 
Table 6.3. Fitting results of the power-law model. 
Catalyst A (mol kg -1s-1) E (kJ mol-1) α β R2 
MnOx-Al2O3-P-800 2074 ± 105 34.1 ± 1.2 0.133 ± 0.024 0.481 ± 0.018 0.932 
MnOx-Al2O3-I-800 11384 ± 2816 38.7 ± 2.6 0.140 ± 0.019 0.485 ± 0.022 0.950 
 
The estimated and experimental results of the models are shown in the parity plots in Figure 
6.4. Among the three models, the PL and LHd models exhibited a better agreement between 
estimated and experimental rates. It can be suggested that catalytic ozonation of acetone using 
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MnOx/Al2O3 catalyst is following dual-site mechanism and Langmuir-Hinshelwood single-site 
expression can not express the reaction mechanism well. Similar results were reported by Hu et 





Figure 6.6. Parity plot of the experimental and predicted reaction rates for (a) MnOx/Al2O3-P and (b) 
MnOx/Al2O3-I. 
 
6.4.3. Model verification 
The statistical results related to the model verification are shown in Table 6.4. The results 
indicated that LHd model (R2>0.95) estimated the experimental data significantly better than 
LHs model (R2>0.8). The experimental data that are excluded from developing the model 
parameters were used to find the deviation as the errors (%) in Table 6.4. The deviations were 
calculated to be less than 5% in PL and LHd models, whereas for LHs model the errors were 
much higher (up to 11.9%).  
The values of 𝜌2 and FC are determined to compare the experimental and fitted data and to 
validate each model. Models with higher value of Fc have higher regression significance which 
is more desirable. The FC values of the PL model are greater than the LHs and LHd models due 
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to the high number of parameters of LH models. As mentioned above, PL model is a simple 
kinetic model that is useful for finding the reaction orders of reactants, and it is not able to 
describe the reaction pathway. The LHs and LHd models have comparable FC values, while the 
LHd model has a significantly higher number of parameters. 𝜌2 values of all models being 
greater than 0.9 and high values of FC suggest that the models can adequately predict the reaction 
rates.  However, overall better statistical validation results of LHd model suggest that this model 
can more accurately predict the experimental data. Other than the statistical discrimination of the 
model, the obtained values for enthalpy and entropy meet the constraints in Eqs. (6.24) and 
(6.25). The results of kinetic study over the two catalysts suggest that regardless of the catalyst 
preparation method, the reaction over the catalysts follows the same pathway. In addition, the 
results of the  kinetic models over the two different catalysts were used to validate the rate data. 
 
Table 6.4. Statistical results of the fitted models. 
Models Catalyst Model verification /error (%) SSQ FC 𝜌2 R2 
PL  MnOx-Al2O3-P-800 4.30 8.67×10-8 1675 0.993 0.930 
 MnOx-Al2O3-I-800 3.42 6.56×10-8 2068 0.994 0.949 
LHs MnOx-Al2O3-P-800 6.35 1.34×10-7 766 0.989 0.891 
 MnOx-Al2O3-I-800 11.90 2.07×10-7 451 0.982 0.839 
LHd  MnOx-Al2O3-P-800 0.98 4.21×10-8 579 0.997 0.961 
 MnOx-Al2O3-I-800 2.66 5.85×10-8 397 0.995 0.955 
 
6.5.  Conclusions  
Kinetic modeling of catalytic ozonation of acetone over MnOx/Al2O3 catalyst was 
investigated using three models. The catalysts were prepared by polyol and impregnation 
methods and displayed excellent catalytic performance in the ozonation of acetone at room 
temperature. The LHd model represented kinetic data very well inferring that the reaction 
pathway of ozonation of acetone over MnOx/Al2O3 catalyst proceeds through LH dual-site 
mechanism. It means that both MnOx and alumina sites are essential and play a role in creating 
the intermediates from ozone decomposition and acetone adsorption. The synergy between 
MnOx and alumina enabled the reaction between these intermediate species and the LHd 
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mechanism. The PL model correlated with the experimental data well and the reaction orders and 
activation energies were estimated accordingly. The reaction orders indicated that both acetone 
and ozone had a positive influence on the reaction and the impact of ozone was greater than 
acetone. The LHs mechanism did not properly fit the experimental data indicating that more than 






























Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 
 
 
7.1. Overall discussions and conclusions 
The overall research focussed on development of alumina supported Mn based catalyst for 
catalytic ozonation of VOCs at room temperature. 
Chapter 2 of the thesis helped to understand VOC removal techniques, catalytic ozonation of 
VOCs, and potential catalysts for catalytic oxidation of VOCs with ozone. Catalytic ozonation 
using supported and unsupported catalysts has been applied for oxidation of a variety of VOCs at 
low temperatures. 
In the first objective in chapter 3, catalytic ozonation of acetone over a series of alumina 
supported single and mixed transition metal oxide catalysts was studied at room temperature. It 
was shown that addition of lower loading of the secondary metal to Co and Mn catalysts 
improved activity of the catalysts. By augmenting the catalyst with the second metal, the local 
structure and oxidation state of the primary metal remained the same. However, by changing the 
loading of the secondary metals, its oxidation state changed. It was suggested that the activity of 
the catalysts is related to the metal’s oxidation state and lower metal loadings (5 wt-% or less) 
result in lower oxidation states.  
The second objective was discussed in chapter 4, and it focused on synthesis of MnOx/Al2O3 
catalyst using polyol process. The synthesis temperature and time were optimized for oxidation 
of toluene using ozone. Application of the optimum polyol catalyst in room temperature catalytic 
ozonation resulted in toluene conversion as high as 80%. Polyol catalyst exhibited superior 
toluene conversion and ozone decomposition over the impregnated catalyst. It was observed that 
manganese cluster size in polyol catalyst is smaller than that of the impregnated catalyst resulting 
in higher dispersion of manganese particles. Moreover, polyol process led to enhanced surface 
area and pore volume of the catalyst. XPS and XANES analyses showed that Mn3+ is the 
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dominant phase of manganese in both polyol and impregnation catalysts. However, manganese 
in polyol catalyst has lower oxidation state than impregnated catalyst. Byproducts and 
intermediates in the reaction are generated more in impregnated catalyst that reduce the catalyst 
activity. 
In chapter 5 and the third objective, MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts were calcinated at different 
temperatures for catalytic ozonation of acetone and toluene. When calcined at a higher 
temperature, Mn cluster size increased while the oxidation state of Mn, surface area, and 
dispersion of the catalyst decreased. The catalysts calcined at higher temperatures showed better 
activity in the oxidation of acetone achieving about 95% conversion. Toluene conversion was not 
significantly influenced by calcination temperature. In the binary mixtures, toluene and acetone 
exhibited promotional and inhibitory behaviors, respectively. The characteristic analysis of the 
spent catalysts showed that reaction with toluene alters the local structure of the catalysts, and 
the Mn oxides were reduced in the spent catalyst.  
In the final study in chapter 6, the kinetic and mechanism of catalytic ozonation of acetone 
over the best MnOx/Al2O3 catalysts were investigated. Power law and Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
dual site models correlated well with the experimental data. The LHd mechanism suggests that 
the reaction is governed by both metal and support sites. The MnOx site is essential for the ozone 
decomposition and alumina site is playing role in acetone adsorption. The connection between 
these sites facilitates the migration of the intermediates and enables the reaction. 
Overall, it was concluded that Mn-based catalysts by addition of Co, change in preparation 
procedure, and increase in calcination temperature result in higher removal efficiency of VOCs 









7.2. Recommendation for future work 
 
Some thoughts and recommendations for future research: 
• Mn-Co mixed oxides catalyst could be further modified and enhanced for catalytic 
ozonation of VOCs at room temperature. Synthesizing alumina supported mix oxides 
catalyst using polyol method could be beneficial and by addition of both metal precursors 
in the preparation process simultaneously, the impact of more interaction of Mn and Co 
can be investigated. 
• Attempts could be made to investigate the effect of potential supports such as CeO2, 
SiO2, USY in catalytic ozonation of VOCs using polyol method for catalyst preparation. 
• The performance of the synthesized catalysts could be tested under air with different 
levels of relative humidity. The effect of relative humidity on the activity of the catalysts 
and characterization of the spent catalysts could be beneficial for better understanding of 
ozonation of VOCs in air. 
• Pilot-scale performance testing can be used to investigate the possibility of removal of 
some biological air contaminants using catalytic ozonation. As an example, COVID-19 
airborne particles or other viruses or bacteria using the the best catalyst in ozonation of 
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Chapter 8: Appendix A: Calibration curves of FTIR setup 
 
The experimental setup attached to Nicolet iS50 FTIR spectrometer was calibrated for gas 
streams of acetone, toluene, carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide passing through a long-path 
gas cell (PIKE, KBr window). Calibration curves were obtained based on the intensity of the 








Figure A.2. Toluene calibration based on peak height at 729 cm-1. 
 
 


































Figure B.1. Arrhenius plots (a) step 1, (b) step 2, (c) step 3, (d) step 5 and (e) Van’t Hoff plot for the LHd 












Figure B.2. Arrhenius plots (a) step 1, (b) step 2, (c) step 3, (d) step 5 and (e) Van’t Hoff plot for the LHd 
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Figure C.2. Permission to use the published paper “Synthesis of MnOx/Al2O3 Catalyst by Polyol Method 
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